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A STUDY. OF TITLE VII-FUNDED SEA ACTIVITIES

VOLUME II: NINE CASE STUDIES

Objectives of the Study .

The Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language' Affairs'

(OBEMLA) contracted with SRA Technologies and 'Policy Studies Associates,

as subcOatractors, to conduct a study of State Educational Agency (SEA)

practices in. the field of bilingual education. The objectives of the

study, as they appeared in the OBEMLA Statement of Work, were as

follows:

(a) To describe and analyze SEA policies and activities regarding

bilingual education, including a synthesis of the moat salient

provisions of current state legislation and its relation to

federal legislation that addresses language. minority limited-

English-proficient-students (ESEA, Title VII, Title I, etc.)

(b) To describe and analyze the SEA -level managemOnt structure

which has been implemented as a'resultof Title VII grants to

the SEA, including the.SE/s personnel, technical assistance

knowledge base, methods of deliveting, technical assistance,

budgetary expenditures (e ., use of federal' and other funds)

and information dissemination structural.

(c) To pfovide information on technical management and assistance

activities which the Department may use in order to help'SEA

grantees to assist local schools to build their capatity to-

provide bilingual education services to Lk/LEP students.

The goal of this descriptive study was to compile a-list of SEA

activities related to bilingual education program implemedtation and to

identify any patterns that may exist as a function' of state legislation,

amount of SEA funding,. concentration of language-minority/limited-r

English-proficient students, geographical region, or other State char-

acteristics. It was not the goal 'of `the study to identify "promising
4

practices," nor was this
,,

in evaluation study.



Description of the Study

Li4erature review. Literature search efforts included reviewing

existing bibliographies on bilingual education, conducting searches. of

computerized libraries and abstracting' services, and examining the

contents of bilinguallOtrucatiorOtexts and journals. Materials.reviewed

included all State Education Agency Title VII Grant Applications for

198384. For SEAs in their .second .or'third year of funding under one

grant, their 1981 -82 and 1982-83 applications wre reviewed. The find-

ings were reported in detail in an earlier report submitted to OBEMLA,

An Analysis of SEA Title VII Grant Applications and Related _Documents,

February 15:1984. Highlights of that report are reported in Volume

of this study.

Also reviewed were files from a 1982 Monitoring Instrument for

Review of State Education Agency Projects, conducted by the_Office of

Bilingual Educationnd Minority Language Affairs. Most of the informa-

tion provided by SEAS in'this.survey was also found in their Title VII

grant applitations. Evaluation reports of several SEAS were reviewed,

as well as materials collected during the nine case study site visits.

SEA Grant Application review. The principal document reviewed for

this exercise was each SEA's application for State Education Agency

Projects for coordinating technical assistance grants. Forty-two SEAs

were successful in obtaining funds in the 1983-84 fading cycle. These

are identified and results of the application analysis are reported in

Volume I of this report.

While grant applications are suitable for their intended purpoSe

(i.e., determining grant award worthiness and describing their need as

well ati the proposed program), they are not an ideal document for

describing all that an SEA does in the field of bilingual education.

The reader is cautioned not to infer that an SEA may not incorporate a

given activity in their program if it fails to appear 'in 'this report.

2
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The correct message is that an SEA did not report engaging in a'certain. -

activity in the documents reviewed.

Nine State Education Agency case studies. In fiscal year 1983-84;

42 state education agencies (SEAS) received a total of $3,820,915 in

grants under' the-Title VII SEA Projects for Coordinating Technidal

Assistance program. As outlined in P.L. 95-561, SEAS qualify for up to

5% of the. aggregate amount granted under Title VII to LEAs in the-

preceding. year. Currently, amounts to individual SEAs range from

$861,314 (New York) to,$3,000 (Georgia).

Table 1 identifies the nine states whose case studies are' reported

in this voliime, and presents the amounts of the Title VII grants awarded

to each for coordinating technical assistance during the 1983-84 schoOl

year.

Table 1

.
States Receiving Title VII SEA Grants
for Coordinating technical Assistance

State Amount of SEA Grant'*.

Arizona $124,241

Connecticut 53,262

Florida 102,110

Kansas 4,174

Louisiana 68,028

New York 861,314

Virginia 4,724

Washington 59,850

Wisconsih 22,639

*AMount awarded.for use in 1983-84' school year.



For comparison purposes, in Table 2, the figures fromlable,1 have

been converted into percentages, indicating each state's share of (a)

total Title VII SEA funds for coordinating technical assistance.. The.

size of individual SEA grants is roughly proportional to the Size. of the

statAP enrollment.ofAdEP students., although states with-larger percent-7

ages of LEP students tend to deceive somewhat smaller-than-proportional

grdhts. For a...comparison of the nine states reported here with all 42

states funded by Title VII, see Table 2, in Volume I of this study..

Table 2

States' Proportionate Shares. of Title VII SEA Funds
for Coordinating Technical Assistance and LEP Enrollment

Proportion of
State Title VII SEA Funds*

Arizona
a

3.3

Conhecticut 1.4

Florida' 2.7

Kansas . 0.1

Louisiana 1.8

New York 224..

Virginia
Washington 4.6
Wisconsin

*Indicates each state's percentage of total Title VII funds for SEA
coordination of technical assistance. No state exceeds the 5% of Title
VII funds to LEAs limit specified bylaw. .1

.Table 3 summarizes the nine states' legislative requirements as

they pertain to the provision of special education for the limited-

English-proficient student. For additional information, see the.sub.-

heading,' "Legislation" under each case study that follows..

4
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The'..Office of Bilingual duCation and.'itinority TAnguage Affairs

.selected the nine State Edulation:Agencigs (Spa) that were to be

.

-'
.-.

studied. The, nine- SEAS, #s a whole, encompassed' the following

1characteristics:

[
, .

bigh, medium, andlow;level of Title VII funding;

high, medium, and numbers of LEP student populations;

states,with maadatoty, permissive, .or no bilingual education

. 41.

legislation;

LEA ,bilingual programs for:a variety ofiethnic groups (e.g.,

Puerto -.Ricans, Cubans, Mexican Americans, .French, Greeks,

Vietnamese, Nativav'Americans, Laotians, Cambodians); and

intlusion of various geographical areas of
i

the United States.

States were asked to participate voluntarily in thestudy. None

.declined to participate and other states expressed a desire -to, be

included. Due.to funding .and scheduling restrictions n6 additional SEAS

could be 'accommodated.

Since the study design did. not allow use of questionnaires, an

interview outline was developed and used.to guarantee ..consistency and

reliability of information. All field researchers participated in a

two-day workshop designed toiStandardize the approach and comprehensive7

nessr of the field work.

The bilingual office of each of the ,nine SEAS was visited by a

two-member team of researchers., Interviews were conducted with the

State Superintendent or AsSOciate. Superintendent, the. director. (or

supervisors chief, administrator) of the state bilingual education
.

office and his /her entireprofessibnal staff. The director'S immediate

supervisor and,-the heads of cooperating department:5 (e.g., evalUafton,

migrant, refugee) were interviewed also.

it
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J
Two local educafion'agencies(LEAs) in each state were visited,

.
'where possible, to Solicit from the LEA bilingual education program

director infoFmation regarding the processes followed to- solicit

techniCal assistance.. Two states visited (Virginia and &miss). have

only one'Title ViI:1EA pro:Aram each. These two programs were visited.

Where travel restrictions prohibited the vistitations
4
of LEA projects,

interviews Were conducted by telephone.

ti

Each SEA Was. afforded he gpportunity:to Comment on its.respective

SEA report, and comments f om:SEA personnel have been incorporated in

,this report. The'information-Collected and reported in the case studies

is. comprehensive. Aiowever, the reader is cautioned against genisklizing

to other SEAs. By design, the SEAS selected for'this 'Study were to
, \

represent a variety of characteristics; an the sample is too small to

allow generalizations to be made.

I.

I
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ARIZONA STATE' DEPARTMENT OF-EDUCATION,
BILINGUAL EDUCATION AGENCY

I. Background

Number of LEP students. In 1982-83 students with .a primary or home

language other. than English in Arizona's public schools (K-12).

. reportedly numbered 84,698'(Bilingual Insiructionand Special English ,

Training, Annual Report, 1982-83). This

students from to Bureau of .Indian Affairs or

on the number' of limited-EnglishIproficieme

collected by the state, but,' acCoOlpg to a

Bilingual Unit:Dirai-Or, an estimataiof obit

derived using the 1980 census ,.and student

-achievement data.

Hispanics and Native. Americans. Hispanics are concentrated Arimarily in-

count does not include-,

parothial schools. Data

(LEP) students ard'47not.

1983 study by the State

30,000 LEP students was

language background and

This LEP population-'is comprised '.primarily of

the seven counties of southern Arizona, 'and Native Americans are

concentrated in the three nwthern Counties of.sthe_state.

.minority populations can be found in all 14 counties.

However,

.Title VII service centers. Arizona does not have a Bilingual

.Education Mu,ltifunctional Support Center "(BEMSC) for Spanish/English

bilingual education. The Title VII National Indian Bilingual Center at

-Arizona'State University 'serves the state. Services to the Bilingual

Education Office are also provided through' the Bilingual Education

_Service. .Center (BESC) at Ban Diego State University. This BESC is
.

currently funded through August 30, 1984..,

Legislation. Arizona's bilingual education legislation wasLenacted

in 1969 and amended in 1974. The legislation is permissive Onttture

and allow; for transitional bilingual education programs and English as

a second language 4ESL) programe., It specifies requirements foil student

identification, giegram participation, and criteria for exiting from the

program.eacher certificaiio requirements are also stipulated,, such

, -9
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as proficiency in the target language and courses in culture and .

methodology. .

In January, 1984, Senate Bill 1160'with a reference title, "Bilin-

gual Instruction," was .introduced to the. legislature and signed into law .

on April 1$, 1984. This bill repealed ABS 15-705-707 and amended Title

15, Chapter 7 by adding Article 8--Bilingual Programs and English as a

Second Language Programs. 'The new law brings state law. into conformity

with federal requirements for serving L students. The legislation

states that programs of bilingual inst ction or English as a second

language must be provided 'in any school strict in which there are LEP

students.' The statute prescribes' four prograp options; steps to iden-

tify and assess properly the language needs of LEP students14criteria

and procedures for determining when a student is no longer 'a LEP; and

other requirements absent from the previous legislation. I0 addition,.

the bill also calls for all teachers teaching LEP students in a bili'ni

gual setting to acquire the bilingual approved area (BET) oiOtheir basic

or standard teacher certificate by the year 1987-88.

II. Resources of SEA Bilingual Education Office

Funding. The Bilingual Education Office receives funding thiough

Title IV, Title VII, refugee funds, and state funds. In anticipation of',

a reduced Title VII allotment for 1983-84, the Bilingual Education

Office applied for and received Title IV funds under the Civil Rights

Act. Thus, for the first time, the. SEA Bilingual Office is operating

with $110,000 from Title fit.

The Bilingual Education Office received $124,000 from Title VII for

the 1983-84 year. , For 1981-82, it received $168,071, and for 1982 -83,

it received $195,720.. Title VII 1483-84 funding was*based on 5% of the

1983 -84 Basic-And Demonstration programs.

ti
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The Bilingual Education Office also received $60,000 in state funds

and $1,000 (which is 1% of the 100,00Ortn refugee funds. The total

funds for all operations of the office are $295,000. These amounts are

shown in Table 4,

Table 4

Bilingual Education Office Funding Sources for 1983-84

Funding. Sources Amount

Title IV

Title 'VII

State Funds

Refugee Funds

Total x

$ 110,000

124,000

60,000

1,000

295,000

Spending constraints. The Bilingual Education Office is expe-

riencing spendtng constraints in the form of a hiring' freeze and

restrictions on out-of-state travelin . A clerical assistant position
4

funded under Title VII remains to-- filled. Due to inflation and

funding cuts, total Arizona SEA staff has decreased from 400 employees

to 300-in the ,last two years. This represents a 25% loss in staff. In

order to do out-of-state traveling; the staff must give 12 WoLng days

notice. Otherwise, they must petition the governor.

Staffing. The Bilingual staff comprises a total 'FTE of

6.2. This consists of the pr ram directs, three program specialists,

one administrative.assiatant one secretary, and a clerical assistant

(vacant position). The sour of funding for each position is presented

Table 5.

11
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Table 5

Bilingual Office Staff Source of Funding

Position Title IV Title VII

Director. . 25% 175%

Program Specialist 50% ' 50%

Program Specialist , .25%

Program Specialist .

Administrative Assistant 50% '50%

Secretary g 100%

Clerical AsSistant 100%

I

State Funds

100

The State ilingual. Unit staff has the appropriate 'degrees,

experience, and proficiency in the" lion-English langUages specified. in

the job descr,ptions. The director, the two Hispanic program

specialists, and the administrative assistant have worked together in

their present positions for the last eight years. Piior to°her present

appointment,- the director served as program specialist for a year. One

of the program specialists had seven years previous experience with the

SEA before joining the staff. The State Bilingual Unit staff had 2 to

10 yeari of experience in local- programs and about two years' experience

as directors of training programs... Members of the dtaff are currently

engaged in postgraduate studies at Arikond State University at Tempe.

The quarter -time Native American program specialist funded under

.Title VII has been with the State Bilingual ,Unit for two years. Her

main functions, as reported, are to provide technical assi,ptance.and to

review Native Americanp-tiqle VII projects. Given .the distince between

project locations and, the number of tribal Indian education projects (n

se- 12) that need to be .reviewed throughout, the state .and the varied

nature of the .technical assistance needed", there appears to be a need
.

for an additional' staff person to work with the Native American

bilingual projects.

411

12

17
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Activities to build bilingual education staff capacity include

attendance in training courses at the university and workshops in

various areas ,such as computer use, professional reading, and training

of other SEA staff. The SEA staff come from departments such as Migrant

Education, Special Education, Chaptei 1, Indian Education, and the Audit.

Department. They are provided in-service training on Title VII Bilin-

gual Education programs, and on the uses of resource documents such as

the annual report and the census report. The training of staff from

other SEA departments facilitates communication and cooperation between

the State Bilihgual Unit staff and other SEA staff. .

The State Bilingual Office is one of three unite,- whip fall under

the direct supervision of the Deputy Associate Superintendent for Basic

Education. The Deputy Associate Superintendent reports to the Associate

Superintendent for General Education, Who'is responsible to the Deputy

Superintendent. The Deputy-Superintendent reports directly to the State

Superintendent.

III. Technical Assistance and Information Dissemination

Local needi, The State Bilingual Unit assesses the needs of local

districts through-a-termal-needs assessment survey and through a number

of less. formal means. The survey form is sent to districts once a year,

and results are used to help determine training priorities for the state

in two general categories: training needs and manegement.needs. Infor-

mationl obtained from visits to districts, telephone discussions,

meetings, and oaher'sources are also used. The SEA views its role as

providing leadership-in. bilingual education as well as responding to

special needs df local districts. To that .end, plans- are made that

incorporate future needs. Needs are also determined by legal require-
.

ments. For example, the .state has mandated achievement testing in

English. Students who are LEP may be exempted from .the testing, but

they must be given' instruction ,in the native language and 'assessed in

that language. . This amendment has created a. need for technical

13
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assistance regarding tests" and curricula in languages other than

English.

The SEA also views its role as interpreting federat and state

regulatiois and laws, helping districts acquire funds., and providing

guidance th student placement.

What are the specific needs? The needs of local districts are

diverse for several reasons. First, the degree of sophistication among

districts varies widely, from the large experienced urban districts with

several well-established programs serving a large. population' to the,.

small districts with a new influx of LEP students and no experienced or

qualified staff. Secondly, Arizona's language and cultural groups are

diverse. Of the 24 Title VII programs funded in 1983-84, 12 serve a

Spanish-speaking population, and 12 serve Native-Amer can populations

including Navajo, Papago, Apache, Yaqui, PimA, Havasu0 and'Hualapai.

Needs of the.Indian program vary. Some Indian langUa es have official.

orthography (e.g., Navajo, Papago, Hualapai) while othe s'do not (e.g.,.

Yaqui, for example). A few tri4ea (e.g., Apache) have expressed

reservations about the use of their language in school. Feelings toward

implementing'a language proficiency assessment procesa_have been mixed.

The SEA expressed the view that the SEA res....should be to ,.serve.

previous, current, and potential Title. VII grantees: as will as unfunded
v..!%

districts. The amount of funding the state rdteivis is reduted

depending on the extent to which a district receiving Title VII funditig

is successful in institutionalizing a program and the extent to Which.

the SEA contributes to that success by providing technical assistance

focusing ns capacity building. Thus, the SEA director feels that the

continuing needs of such districts are not recognized by OBEMLA under

the present system of allocating Title VII funds to.SEAs.

14



Needs for Whi5h SEA May jCoordinate Assistance

Sources of assist %Ice: The SEA is served by. the Evaluation and

Dissemination Aisista01 Center (EDAC) in Los Angeles, the Bilingual

Education Service Center (BESC) in San Diego, the National 'Ori'gin

Desegregation Assistance Center (NODAC) in Albuquerque, and.. the Multi-

functional Center (NUMFC) for Indian programs in Tempe, Arizona. The

organization with.whiCh the State Bilingual Unit works moat closely is

the BESC, There is a local representative of the BESC ina satellite

office in Phoenix and one in Tucson. The major roles of the BESC in

assisting the SEA are to sponsor or co-sponsot workshops and to assist

individual districts with proposal writing after an SEA-sponsored

initial workshop. The SEA does not serve as a formal broker between

districts and the BESC; tether 'districts request services directly. The

BESC is viewed as very helpful, although some service time was lost in

late 1983 due to federal funding timelines and due also to the proposed

'switch from a BESC to a multifunctional center.
,

The EDAC in Los Angeles hag provided some services o theSEA'in

evaluation matters. The newly funded National Indian.Bil ngual Center.

(NIBC) in Tempe, Arizona will serve Arizona. through two of its four

offices, one in Tempe and one in Albuquerque. Tribes and languages

served will include: Havasupai, Hualapai, Papago, Pima, White Mountain

Apache (Western Apache), Yaqui, and Navajo. The ,Center has a 12-month

contract.to,provide technical assistance and proposes a service delivery

plan involving coordination with "SEAS, other BEMSCs, Title IV centers,

and other. organizations.. Although planning meetings had occurred

between tiie SEA and the NIBC at the time of the site visit, the ''c,,eter,

had only begun to provide:services. For. example, several workshops on

Indian issues were presented. at the. state bilingual education

cOnferente.-

The Cultural Awareness Bilingual Assistance Center (CABAC) in

Albuquerque ''is a NODAC 'funded under Title-IV. The Center proviked three

15
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training workshops to 'the SEA in the 1983-84 .schoOl year. High

Intensity Language Toining (HILT) 'was provided by the CABAC in Spanish

and Navajo. In addition, the Center directors attend monthly., meetings.

of. the Central Arizona Bilingual Consortium.

The dtate has threviajor-universities, Northern Arizona University

in Flagstaff, Arizona. State University ,(ASU) in Tempe, near Phoenix in

the central Part of the state, and the University of Arizona in. Tucson

in the southern part of the state. Professors from the universities

have worked with the SEA personnel to'upgrade thlibilingual education

-reacher certificition requirements, to articulate their courses to (t_t_lese.
. .

requirementi,and to develop procedures for.assessing teachers' language

proficiency. In addition, the IHE's provide the. SEA with lists of
.

courses offered, which the SEA diesemindtes if funds permit.. SEA

perionnel have worked modt.cloeely with ASU, the university located in

the Phoenix area. ASU has a bilingual edUcation faculty who have been

called upon by the SEAttn offer workshops and offer. courses, in local

school districts, and to write a. paper on state policy. :

Within the SEA, the Bilingual Unit works most closely with

Chapter 1 and Indian Education since these groups meet weekly witha

supervisor held in common. There is relatively little coordination with

Migrant Education and FoAign Language Education relative to other

states. A great deal of emphasis. has been placed an working closely .

with Special Education and..Chapter1 to exchange information. Other

units within the SEA are supplied with information on bilingual educa-

tion regulations, census data,.and bilingual and ESL program.charscter-
.

istics for use in monitoring their own programs. .,Training has been

provided to other '.SEA personnel and their way paid to,. conferences.
-

C0operatimis.strdngbetweenthe'stateBilingual.Uniti and the State

Testing Uglti The Testing Unit has helped distrWs see the need to

assess language proficiencyto'determine whether students are LEP and

eligible for exemption from state mandated achievement,tesiing. The

Bilingual Unit in turn reviews exemption requests and is currently

16



working with Vocational Education' to plan bilingual vocational training
"1

programs.

Tdchnical assistance. The State Bilingual. Dnit offers technical.

assistance through workshops, site visits, courses, meetings, telephone

calls, published documents, and an annual state conference. Workshops

are generally co-sponsored with othir organizations including the BESC,

the universities, or CABAC.. Topics emphasized in the current year have'

been: L2.literacy, L2 acquisition, and program implementation. Between

130 and 200 people participated. These workshops were funded by Title

IV. During 1982-83, a well-planned series of five workshops in language

proficiency.assessment was offered; the proceedings will be published to

help, districts in analyzing and selecting instruments. Yearly worksh4

topics include EDGAR,'proposal writing, regulations, budgets, parent

training, and capacity building.

SEA iaff visit about half of the Title VII districts each year.

Each TitleVII project is visited for one day in its first year to

proyide-atiy eded assistance. A simple review form is used. In the

year of ding, however,' Titlesecond VII projects receive .a two-day41N111
.

visit.by a team of three or four persons, including a BESC represen-
,

tative..An extensive Program Quality Review. Instrument (PQRI), based on

tirie.Cagifornia model, is completed. A feedback interview 'is conducted

ar.the end of the visit, and a comprehensive written report is later
' a. -

_

sent,to the site. and passed on to OBEMLA. The visits are viewed as a

leView". rather than "monitoring" so that districts will be more

4*-65*-ivia., A total of 13 districts were visited in 1982-83, and 12 were

',4"ted in 19,§1-84. Non-Title VII projects are visited upOn. request.

at Answering

in

,inagated that
.-

.'requests

. distritt

questions b

the. field. .

theSEk was

for advice or

y telephone is a major means of assisting

'Program- directors in two school districts

extremely helpful to them and responsive to

information. Trough their contact with

the State Bilingual Unit has recognIXed the. need for certain

17
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courses and has .worked with ASU to develop them. The university has

been flexible" II responding to the need. For example, At.the SEA's

requeSt, 'ASU designed an evaluation course in which each participant

designe4 :and carried out A. study to address local data needs.. The

Kespondi was-enthusiastic...The Director of the State Bilingual Unit ha's

also prOided training to SEA personnel in another state on the role ,of

the '8EA'in bilingual-education.

The State. Bilingual Unit has

entitled Aitzoqa Ac,tiop, Organization

It is composed of community liaison

information exchange and 6 receive.

community work, and.other topics from

%I

assisted the newly formed group

for Bilingual Education' (AAOBE).

workers Who' meet once a month for

assistance on curalcula, budgets,

SEA and .BESC personnel.

Within the SEA the Bilingual Unit has worked to get bilingual

textbook series on the state's recommended textbook list. They were

also involved in producing Spanishand iavajo, versions of the state's

basic skills kit and are currently working toward the same goal for

Vocational EiOcation..

Dissemination of information.. The SEA works With three consortia

in the state: the Central Arizona' Bilingual Consortium (CABC) for the

Phoenix area,' and northern and southern groups. The'Central group is

the largest and most active of the three. The CABC is composed

priMarily of SEA. and BESC personnel, and :university, community college,
.

and district "directors' from the Phoenix area. Its monthly meetings

provide an important forum for the exchange of information on topics

such as current legislation .and programa. The group has several

committees, one of which helped draft therw propoied state law.

The .Consortium serves as the'principal formal means of dissemina-

tion for the central part of the state. Information is also .disgir
O

seminated through mailings regarding specific issues,. a newsletter

published three times a year, and throUgh groups such as thi Arizona

18
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1.

(Association for Eilingual'EAucation (AABE) and the

for Bilingual Education (TABE). The yearly AABE conferepce serves c. .

means of disseminating information through workshops. The SEA stiff.:.

members also accept some'.speaking engagements upon request. The staff

stated that there is a need for funds for more frequent and thdidugh,
;

Tucson ,Associkcion'

dissemination of information.

Several publications have' been developed end are .avitil'aitatito-

disericts: (a), Strategies for Addressing the Needs of LiMited-Enilish

Proficient Students, 1983, a 70-page document on program implementaton;

(b) Language Proficiency Assessment: Concepts, Purposes' Application,

(c) American Indian Language Proficiency-Assessment:' Considere,-.

t ons and Resources, 1983,- .(d) 'ESEA Title Jill . Bilingual.. Education

Project Profiles, 1982, (e). Bilingual Instruction and Special English

Training: AFnual Report 1282-83, and (f) ESEA Titlr VII lilingual

Education Primary Language Census Report, 1983., .In additio6; sev

videotapes of major speakers and several films are available on loan

districts.

. IV. Other SEA Functions

Annual report,, ' The SEA surveys 210 school districts each year to

gather data. for a report required by law. Each district offering a

"Bilingual or Special English Program" supplies information concerning

home language.survey methods, language proficiency assessment methods,

curriculum, numbers of students, staff characteristics, and funds spent.

. Student identification. All districts' are required to report

annually thenumbef of students with a primary/home language other than

English. While a specific method of gathering' the information is not

:requited,' the two most common .sources of data are' (a) information from

parents recorded ' on student's enrollaent- .form, and (b) teacher

identification. A home language survey is conducted by some districts.

The information is included 'in an Annual Report and reported to the

A
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I

s,'

' iegislatureeach-year. As part of the state achievement testing program

Ostricti are required to report the.number of .LEP children taking' the

exams, Due. to Senate Bill 1160, there will. be pew diets requirement's

for languag e prOfixiency-testing to determine LEP status, however. As

mentioned -preyiously,. SEA.personnel are encouraging systematic language

assedsment -for-- students from a non-English-language background. In

O
add1tion, assessment methods or instruments (if any) used by each

district are listed in the Annual Report. The State. Bilingual-Uni,t is
. .

also required to conduct a census Of Students eligible for-'-refugee

services and to process district applications.

Teacher training.- Although a 15 -hour Bilingual Education Teadhet:,.

(BET) ''approval area" is offered in Arizona, school districtsare not

required at the present time to hire teachers with the specialization to

serve LEP students in bilingual or ESL only programs. Only 142 of the

program instructional staff have obtained the BET specialization.. By

the 1987 -88 school year, all bilingual teachers will have to hold the

BET, due to the new legislation (Senate Bill 1160: The SEA is involved

in strengtheding the specialization and promoting requirements for

teachers :with he specialization. Data on the qualifications of

teachers and aides in. state bilingual and ESL prpgrame are gathered and

included in the Annual Report.

1

Monitoring. The SEA views its purpose in Visiting Title VII pro--

grams ai conducting a program review to. determine. technical assistance

needs and to help OBEMLA.determine if a program.is operating within

legislative requirements. As described above, all Title VII-funded

projects are visited.for one day in their first year and for two days in

their second year. Most districts view the visits as helpful; however,

if a.district's .practices are not 'in line with Title- VII regu4tions,.

OBEMLA is notified.

,

Review'of Title -VII applications.. The SEA reviews all Title VII
.

.applida4ons before they are submitted to ED. However, they no ..longer

20
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send state comments-to OBEMLA becauge, according to the SEA staff, the

aomments are A used. Comments are, supplied to applicant.

National SEA organization. The SEA Bilingual Unit Director

participates' in a national organization of 'SEA bilingual program.

directors, 'begun in 1977, The group discusses how SEA technical

services-might be beiter coordinated and what assistance 'is needed from
$

at OBEMLA: Several letters containing-recommendaiions have been produced.

Some of:. the proposed recommendationt include alternatives to

current Title VII funding which would provide-greater equity in the as-.

T

tributions of funds to. EAs with LEP students. Another recommendation.

is for the clarificatio of issues such as the state vs. federal role in

reviewing, monitoring, and auditing-124U,-. Specific recommendations to

improve SEA apjltcations> include accurate identification of LEP
,...:

students, a clear listing of 'the state's- needs and prioritiesAmsed On,

statewide needs assessments-, and consistency among state smr,lederal

requirements.

. V. Perceived Results

Most and least effective activities.° According to SEA staff, the

State Bilingual Mnit_inxbe. Arizona SEA has been effective in providing

technial assistance .and. services to state .414P. federal- bilingual

programs. .The visits to districts involving the use of the PQR/ have

produced visible improvements 0n program practices. Approximately three

districts a year request a PQRI review. The new format for providing

evaluation training was viewed as highly successful.
.

The staff feel they have made major strides within the Sir,

well. Coordination with.Speciil Education has improved, a staff 'Oemb#r"..

has gained eccesi to the textbook committee, and stronger certifiCation..
, t

requirements and legislation have been introduced.. TwoAochool dietriCts.

that use the state's services were highly complimentary.

'4

4
4
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Another'Of ti)e!SEA conaid4OS !host '.effective is

traininkt:wo!kshqpiei.;'. BrAinitia J.,::rtstutfrition offices. ,reCeliVes informal

eyaluatiOn...Oh:liti\e'.-VI% Work** to ::LEAs ..thrOugb,i,lettere from the
1'1!

dietridis and'''",t.he. Central. rAri-zana '.Gonitortiuni'..:-..Yhey art aware that

f 4.a ' ti

4 -

ri'-" 4

districts;.:. would _4iNe...,,to site : these Workshops dont inued. For example,

popular workshope,:inClude EDGAR, ,Title. vit. reip,slations,: budget training
.

related to the state, and PORI, i' The.-Ettingual Eadaeion Office also

receives eyaluatiOn':.T.riouite 'of. 40: -. BESe. woikshOpic -;; which. are

f . :.. -
.

, .

-multifacOid.

One of the activities 'that the. State"Bilingual Uni" conducts bUt

which is not extensively used, .a.chOO1 -district:14; is 'census data
I

gathering. The staff acknowledges., that census data hai.4 highlighted the
r)-

language-minority student' population since 1977. Howeveir, they are

concerned wish do' limited extent to which this information helps a

"district solve if 'particular problems Internally, the unit has used the.

information for various v reports, proposal writing, in-service

and to afford institutions of higher edUcation.Anformation to provide

teacher training.

Vi. Priorities, "Tiendi,:*" and Needs

The Stare Bilingual Unit Director felt that the 'mill amount of

state funding provided to het office, and the threat'

in- funds was a major 'constraint in carrying out the

her office. She-has turned to Title IV to provide

has sought an additional position funded by Title

short one secretary. because of a hiring freeze. The amount of, paperwork

of:.more reductions

responsibilities of

staff'' salaries and

IV. She has been

required to administer tie refugee program, for example, is felt to be
..

great in proportion to the funds received.
1.

4,4
The Bilingual Director plane to reorient 'the majdt focus of the

a office away from a leadership role toward a .technical assistance role.

. Due to the great variation 'in the. needs of districts, she feels *that
.
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time would be best spent assisting individual districts to implement

quality programs and build capacity. One specific plan, for moving in

this direction involves.. technical .assistance in evaluation. The SEA

will carefully review each district's 1984-85 evaluation plan And will

attempt to develop a model evaluation design. The SEA will then assist

individual districts in writing their own evaluation plans for the

following year.'

There is a great need for more trained bilingual teachers in the

state since the 'number of tEP students is projected, to increase. The.

SEA fris that the universities need to take a stronger role in .

producing qualified.teacherskito most the need.

.1

The Arizona SEA. staff feel that there are several steps. that could

be taken by OBEMLA to-improve the state's ability to provide adequate

technical assistance and services to bilingual programs. First,' the

SEA's clients should .be defined as prior/ current, and fd*Vre (or

potential) grantees. Under the present system ofallocatinglunds, as

the number of institutionalized programs increases,, the funds received

by the state are decreatied. The staff fait that the size :and diversity

of the broad .client baee. should be a' consideration in funding as well is

the number of LEP students In the state. In addition, one staff member

'suggested the use of a-standard formula with a bonus for- good, per -

formance as evidenced by the final report. It was felt that there'

should be more communicationjiam:OBEMLA and an/Occasional visit by 0187

OBEMLA project officer to the SW

. . .

e

JA'
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CONNECTICUT SEA:BILINGUAL EDUCATION OFFICE

I. Background

Number of LEP students. According to the most recent SEA figures,

collected in 1983, there are a total of 9,768 LEP students in state -

mandated bilingual programs. However, a. proposal submitted in 1981

estimated that there were 4,600 LEP students not served by bilingual,

programs. Each district assesses the language dominance and proficiency

of its own gtudents according to state- mandated procedures., District

ffpres are turned in annually to the state.
de,

Title VII)grante in the state. In 1983-84, Connecticut received

01.1 million in Title VII giants other than the SEA grant. These grants

represented 10 separate programs implemented in eight districts. This

amount supplements the state's funding for 'bilingual education which was

$1,805,000 in 1983-84.

Title VII service.centers. .The BEMSC which serves.Connecticut is

located in Rhode Island, about an hour from the SEA. The same

organiiation with the same director was previously the BESC grantee:

10

State legislation. Connecticut has had state legislation mandating

bilingual education programs since 1977. Eadh district is required to

conduct annual assessments of etudents' language dominance and.profi-

X'
ciency according to state-mandated pro lures. Studenti who. are dom-

inant'in a Language other than English are given an English proficiency

test that assesses listening, speaking, reading, and writing. skills.

Student: that are judged not capable of participating meaningfully in an

all-English classroom qualify for a bilingual program. If there are 20

LEP students in Onetschool with the same home language, then a bilingual

program is mandatory.
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The language proficiency of students participating in bilingual.

programs is reviewed annually. Students must exit from the program if

they meet two out of three criteria. These criteria ar (a) on an

English language Prot/clew( test, a score at, or ab e the 50th

percentile, (b) average or better grades in classes taught in English,

and (c), an interview to determine whether students are capable of

benefitting from all-English instruction. (Parents must be informed

before their children are placed in..; bilingual program or if they are
A

removed from-a-program. Parents and.Community members are required to

participate in the planning of the LEA's proposal ,for state funds.

These funds are disbursed based on the total state appropriation and the

number of LEP students per'distritt. A yearly evaluation is required

from all state bilingual projects.

II. Resources of SEA Bilingual Education Office

Funding. The bilingual Title VII grant has remained fairly stable:

The grant for 1983-84 was $53,262.' In 1982, it was $58,102; in 1981, it

was $53,427. The state adds about $25,000 toward the director's salary.

Through 'sharing of resources, the bilingual director has access to

additional support services.

Spending constraints. Although the bulk of the state bilingual

education director's working budget is federal, it is still subject to

state constraints. These include periodic freezes on travel and a

45-day approval-period for all contracts.

A

Staffing. The state bilingual director is the only full-time

.professional staff member. She is bilingual, has worked aea trainer in

the field, and is completing a doctoral program. The state director

position, which she has occupied for five yeara, is her first position

within the SEA. The position Wias originally funded by Title VII but is

now partiakkgsupported with state funds. While this represents some

capacity building,. SEA administrators expressed doubt that a greater

26
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degree of support would ..be possible. Forty percent of the time of.an

evaluator employed by the' SEA is, also allocated to the 'bilingual office

but is not paid by Title VII. The eveluator works directly with the

LEAs in conducting the statewide evaluation. In addition, 502 of a

secretary's time is paid with Title VII funds.

III. Technical Assistance and Information Dissemination

Local needs. SRA staff visited two LEAs in Connecticut whose

bilingual education programs predate'the state law; Hartford, a -large

urban school district, and -Windham, a small rural district withOra.

groWing Hispanic minority. The :priority .for -technical assistance in

each case was -assistance in preparing the Title VII proposal. The SEA

staff was seenly both LEAS as being particularly useful in considering

the. local needs and federal funding priorities to develop an acceptable

proposal. The SEA bilingual education director also stated that one of

her most important functions is assisting districts in grant applies

tions and in serving as 4 link between LEAi and ED. She desdribed her

role as advocate, mediator, and occasional-aebitrator between the LEAs

and ED. In addition, she saw herselfAks a gatekeeper insuring.that-the

programs developed in'ihe stake are of high, quality and are suitable to.

local needs.

There were' some differences in need. expressed by the two LEAs. The

director at Windham, the smaller LEA, wanted more help of the "nuts and

bolts" variety in areas such as staff development, curriculum, and test

selection, The Hartford directorw, working in a district with more

bilingual resources, was interested in'questions 'of policy, information

on procedures, and updates on resee4 and. legislation. 'Since

Connecticut is a small state, the dir4ctor is well aware of the

needs of the 13 districts with bilingual programs. She is frequently on

the telephone with the'program directors, has visited 'each pregram,nd

holds regular meetings for Title VII directors. LEA directors say that

they are able to get a response when they ask for assistance.

27
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Technical assistance. The SEA is taking the initiative in

providing technical assistance in instructional quality and improvemint

in. dita gathering. The SEA directorfunctiOns as the coordinator and

monitor of training. Funds from the SEA budget are occasionally used to.

pay, for trainers even .though the sponsor may be a professional

association or the BEMSC. A.4erticular concern Of the SEA director is

that ,staff training be specific enough to be useful. For example, a

general workshop on teaching Spanishreading-tanot-liMbfriete. for bath

new and experienced teachers. The .SEA has begun. a new statewide

evalUation plan which will result in improired data gathering.. Although

the impetus td collect.datacomee from the.state bilingUal program, all

Title VII sites are included. The SEA has develOped data collection

procedures and forms with extensive feedback from LEAs. SEA consultants

are available to the'LEAs to help. implement the data collection effort..

The SEA is responsive to any request for assistance, according to

LEA personnel. However, 44tivitiesisuch as project management, assess-

ment of.curriculUm materials, budget and ftpding-strategies for the time

when Title VII grants .end, and selection of language proficiency

tests-all specifically mentioned in the regulationsare not areas of

current priority. There are a number of historicAl reasons for this.

Projict:managers once met on a month,y.basis with.the SEA director but

after Wieral meetings felt this was no longer necessary. They are

either already, experienced or getting management assistance locally.
.

The SEA director helps LEAs re-apply for different Title VII grants and

has assisted'in finding alternative fundinusources such as Chapter 1,

corporate, or Chapter . State bilingual funds are allocated strictly

On the basis of LEP population count, derived through language profit

ciency. testing. The characteristics of acceptable. language proficiency

tests have bash identified by stab 1.44 and 'are selected .by the LEAs:

.A near area of technical assistance taken on by the SEk.is program

evaluation. A detailed statewide plan.has been developed in cooperation

with the LEA.. The SEA has provided "model" data collection forms and
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is providing extensive consulting for the first year.. The-evtluation

plan involves classifying the students laltd four groups according to

their program status., The results of the evaluation will provide useful

data on the success of bilingual education and on 'the length of student

participation. in bilingual provalls. The MA also gives extensive

individual assistance to LEAs in obtainingTitle VII funds and com-

pleting the necessary paperwork for both state and'federal programs,

Sources of assistance. The SEA bilingual directorfflakei use of a

variety of assistance sources, but stated that the whole system should

be re-examined to avoid duplication and insure cost effectiveness. lbe

makes frequent'use of NCBE for statistical information and Ands it

efficient and vary useful:.

The director feels that there are problems resulting from the

reorganization of the Title VII support system.' For example, the BEMSCa

are.supposed to do evaluation ,consulting, but this may result in

duplication of service since the DAC performs -this function well.

There is also evidence of some overlap in management training in that

two workshops were conducted in close proximity by OBEMLA and the EDAC.

Meanwhile, it is understood that the BEMSC also has responsibility in

this. 'area. The SEA bilingual director misses the materials development

centers which'have been eliminated; it is difficult for LEAs to develop

their own materials for programs in languages like Korean and Polish.

She feels that some national effort should be made to address this

issue, particularly since these languages with small numbers are found

in different parts of the country%

The statelkilingual director stated that the BEMSC'works well

through a to consortium.system. University staff are part of the

onsortitim an provide consulting through the BEMSC to LEAs at no

charge. This means LEAs in' Connecticut have access to a variety of

is at IHEs in neighboring states..'
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Hiw SEA provides assistance. Staff at both LEAs visited stated

that they were able to get assistance from the SEA bilingual director

any time they asked for it. The SEA bilingual director says she is

frequently on the telephone with the LEA program directors. The SEA

4.,bilingual director visits each bilingual program in her role as monitor.

These visits frequently result in suggestions for improving the

progrimS.
.1/

The SEA bilingual director encourages LEAs to apply for.Titls VII

funds. She also provides consultation and assistance in. grant

preparation. According to one LEA, she Made several visits to the site

for this purpose. All Title VII proposals are reviewed by the SEA

bilingual director, who may assist. in the negotiations. However, the

SEA bilingual director stated that she does not see herself as a monitor

or a decision maker for Title VII projects. She sees that as the role

:of the funding agency, OBEMLA.

The SEA bilingual director offers workshops directly. for LEA .

staff.. A recent. workshpp on the new 6valuation plan was attended by

representatives of all state bilingual programs, in ding those under

Title VII. Other workshops are by invitation to s 'cific groups. AsIlt

mentioned earlier in this section, the SEA bilingual director meets

regularly with Title, VII directors. Three years ago -monthly Meetings

were required, but now meetings are held as needed,- two or,three times a

year. '
The directors are 'planning to form their own organization, and

the SE,bilingual director Otes,her role as providing support for the

LEAs' agenda.

How SEA coordinates assistance. The SEA bilingual director works'

with other organizations to pr a .training ..for LEA bilingual

PP For example,. she may us her.budget to pay .for a 'workshop
i

BEM or by the Connecticut Asiociation.for

She acts as an intermediary between train-

major problems associated (with the

Alt

which will be offered by_ take

Bilingual Education (CABS).'

ing agencies and the -LEAs.

4c. 30
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training are that the LEA staff are not specific enough,about their.
. .

needs and are polite rather than truthful in their workshOp evaluations

The SEA director, therefore, works' with districts to deffineche needs

precisely as possible and.with the training agencies (e4.;.:BEMSC, IHE,

the SEA) to find the most .appropriate. resources. (`he straining is

further complicated by new regulations which require the BEMSC to ,

describe planned workshops- and dates in the proposal and require

the 45 working days lead time by the state for all contracts.

The SEA bilingual director is a key link among the various agencies

serving LEP students by virtue of her position and her participation in

imrious'groups. She serves on the advisory committees for the EDAC and

6ke BEMSC. She reteivee advice from a St4e AdVisorY.Council appointed

by the state board comprised of directora,:parents,.and teachers. She

is also a member oft the State Task Force which. meets every six weeks to

-coordinate SEA activities for LEP students. Consequently,' she is in a

position to 'know the resources and the needs and to provide proper

coordination,

Dissemination of information. The SEA bilingual office does not

have a newsletter, but the director sends out mailings two or three

times a month. Some of these are targeted to specific subgroups such as

programs working with Spanish speakers or other language groups. The

mailings contain any information deemed relevant and important by the

SEA' bilingual office, such as 'summaries of research and legislitive

updates.

IV. Other SEA Functions

Activities that TitleVII authorizes. SEA.to coordinate. The major

focus in 1983-84 las the state coordination of bilingual education

evaluation. The SEA requires districts tocollect detailed information

on program participation, entry/exit, language proficiency,, and

achievement. Records are kept on samples of students, even after they')
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exit from the bilingual education program. Attendance. records are

reported'iiith.achieveMent scores so%that it will be possible to separate

the studente who receive the full toenefit'of the program from those who

dia,not.: The SEA .director stated that if this evaluation can be carried

out :over aeveral'years, as planned, meaningful and 4nteristing data on

students' achievement will be collected; Title VII programs are

participating in this evaluation, but the impetus comes from the state

hoard and their concern with the state bilingual program.

r.

In the pest, the SEA dedicated a major effort to selection and use

of language' proficiency. instruments. This is no longer a major 'issue

because the pfograme are well, established. The SEA still conducts an

. annual survey to determine training needs.

MonitoIng.- A major role of the SEA bilingual director is to

monitor the state. bilingual programs and LEAs that have LEP sOadents.

According to her definition,. monitoring means having the power to take

the money away, and she has effectively used this leverage.. The

monitoring responsibility for Title VII projects lies with .OBEMLA, but

the SEA bilingual director feels. that OBEMLA does not.have thc!numbee of

itaff.to carry. out effectively this responsibility.

Bilingual programs are monitored once every three years. Depending

on the size of the district, a monitoring visit may take from one to

three days. The SEA bilingual director investigates specific areas such

as testing, program content and comparability with the regular program,

integration of LEP students, materials, distribution of resources, and

fiscal controls. A meeting is held at.the end of the visit .with the

principal and superintendent to discuss issues of compliance and to' make

recommendations. If the LEA is not in compliance, it is Wen a time

limit in which to corredt the situation, ancipEhe SEA continues to follow'

up,
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Data gathering. . The data collected are the linguage'dominands and

proficiency census, and the Ochievement evaluation. They are collected

primarily for state purposes. The statewide evaluation plan described

in the section on activities will initiate a new type of .research proj-

ect that will provide information in areas such as. the optimal length of

program -participation for different types of .studenti,. the' effect of

interrupted attendance, and the expected performance' of up students.

So*

In addition, there are research fellowships and round.tables in

research at the tHE. Many of the fellows are themselves bilingual

directors. They use the fellowships to devel9p projects based on the

needs of local project.

Review of itle VII applications. The SEA director reviews all

Title VI/ applications before they are ubmitted.. She. has usually

participated in their preparation as by. providing proposal writing

workshops and by answering legal and programmatic questions.

Bilingual teacher certification. 'The present bilingual edUcatiOn

legislation. has no. specific teacher certification requirements other

than being/bilingual and in possession of a bachelor's degree. Require-

ments hav _been proposed for certifying both bilingual and ESL teachers,

and the EA bilingual director advocates these requirements.

V. Perceived Results

Most and least effective.SEA activities. Both the SEA bilingual.

director and the LEA directors, who were interviewed rated the assistance.

'"in preparing Title VII grants as the most effective activity. The LEAs

stited.that it was important to have a local person'to answer questions
46

of policy and procedure' and to serve' as an intermediary for them in

their dealings with ED. The SEA bilingual director offers ideas to LEAs

and is concerned, with the quality and appropriateness of the proposed

.projects.
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The SEebilingual director saw her office as effective- in the

following aread: as a link Setween LEAI and'EDi as a .disseminator. of.

informatiOn on funding, research, legislation, and--other topics; 441 a'

collaborator with.professional Organizations to .mget more effectivelY..-.

the training and- information, needs of ,bilingual 'staff; and as. a

representative of the interests of LEP students within the SEA.
.

She felt her office was least effective' in its relationship to the

.:parents of LEP stUdents. Parent parficipatiOwis-required'for all state

progra4S,:put the SEA bilingual director stated that she felt parent

participation was used like a rubber stamp and that .much effort and, work

was needed tp truly :make parents into partners .in their children's

education.

The 'LEAs. 'saw the SEA off ide: as.- a useful, and highly. accessible-
.

resource for any questions they havec. They reported that they value thg

_technical.assistance they have received-fp areas such.as evaluation, but"

the less experienced LEA wanted 'more assistance in staff -developmento

,, curriculum, and testing. The,. LEAs did not perceive the SEA office 'as

'ineffective in any way.

VI. Priorities, Trends, and Needs

Recent trends. The 'LEP population has continued to increase over

the past six years as more Hispanic, Asian, and otherimmigrants-make

Connecticut their home. The SEA office, on the othei hand, actually has

fewer staff resources than itadid three years ago when there was another

full-time consultant ,eking addition to the director. The only

recent addition in SEA' Capacity has been the allocation,; f- a part-time

(40%) evaluator.

The SEA is undertakinuen ambitious statewide evaluation reporting

system which will provide information for state policy decision making.

The SEA has also proposed certificatiOn requirements for teachers in

bilingual and ESL classes.

34
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Wdthin'ihe SEA, the education of Hispanicand tEP-studeilti is high

on the agenda. The bilingual director is frequently conaulfed $y.

decision makers on a wide range. of policy. issues. Recently an.-alitious -.

list of proposals has been developed by the new sty 'co asioner
which, if imOloaented,-will'affect all students in. Cant chool.S.

The bilingual director was -and approved.the recommendations

Which she. saw benefiting LEP students. ,,Recommeidations include items
.s.-

:such ..as. full-day Aindergarten and state 'proficiency. testing in

/elementary school.
\

What. the. SEA. should do more and less W. There were several

.--isuggestiona for increased'activities for the SEA. LEA personnel at one,

:Site wafted? tact...1180d 'technical assistance. This LEA did not have

experiented'staff and its needs for assistance .'wefi probably greater

than average. At the time of'our visit, the statebilingual.director

was in the process of increasing. 'the visibility and participation of

this district with the Title VII network and other iesources.

N

The SEA-office itself wanted to increase its services'in several

ways. First, due to the lack of a certification requirement, bilingual
.

teachers were 'released in some districts due:to cuts 'in per

eb

onnii,

leaving. bilingual -classrooms with unqualified personnel. e SEA
,

bilingual director. felt that' she needs to do more lobbying with

Aistritter so that this does not .happen. Ultimately, the SEA wants

certification requirements for,bilingtial teachers. Second, although the

state law prohibits the segregation of bilingual program, Students, SEA

staff, !know that many programs by design' or by oversight fail to

integrate, the bilingual:program'fullyinto the school. More time could

be spent, monitoring in ;his area. Thiid, the participation of parents

is ,required by law, but there are no mandates to educate the parents to

the of meaningful decision Making or to find ways for the parents

to contribute 'in a 'meaningful' way. Consequently, the SEA bilingual

director wants to work more with parents and to improve their participa-
.

tiom in bilinal education.

4
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There were no services that SEA or LEA staff felt should'. be.
,

reduced. .0ne LAI stated that the SEA should be clear about the purpose

and use ,of the data. it collects. Sometimes LEA.staff feel that they are

anyone,, and, this is.providing information that will not be used by

something they,. would like to discourage.

.

.rtlhat Title VII should' cover. One. of the biguous Ana. of Title

VII is theilleitoring of Title VII projects by the SEA director. The

state bilingual director, would. like Title VII. to be an entitlement°

program like Chapter 1 in which federal monies are. distributed at;

Monitored by the SEA. However, ED funds LEAs directly and the SEA has

no decision making power as to which projects get funded, and ED

monitors the LEA projects. The .problem is that OBEMLA does not have the

personnel to do the job. The SEA director would.like either to have

decision making power regarding LEA funding or adequate OBEMLA staff to

do the monitoring of-focal LEAS:

Assistance from D.C. on Title VII network. 'Some LEAs. want more

technical assistance from BEMSC and other components of the Title VII

network. It is the estimation of SRA staff that the services are

available,

staff also

respective

but there is a greater need in less expet'ienced LEAs. LEA

ceentioned, that the proposal,process would be eerier if the-

..

responsibilities of each content . person (e.g.., budget,

program) were-clearly stated.

0.
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FLORI SEA BILINGUAL ELATION OFFICE
Ir 4

(

I. Background
,

Number of LEP students. According to the Florida Departmenf of

Education Management Informatiot Services, there were approximately'

39;995 LEP students in Florida in 1982,43.' The above figure reflects'
4. 1.

the growing LEP population in Florida. In 1981, 34,967 students

received:bilingual education, while in 1980, 18,179 were -enrolled in

, bili3gual programs,. . .
\

. 4

.

40:! :':-
' The U.S.: 1980- census figures. for Florida are divided into three

... ,

. . ,

categories that are of significance for non-English educational services
,
. .

purposes: . Spanish persons 5-17 Yeats old (174,615n American.In4isn/
;4! .

Eskimo/Aleutian 5-17 years ,old (4,142); and. Asiart and Pacific Islander

5-17 years' old (12,879). In addition, thelt980 cowls figures indicate

that 1 out of 10 persons speaks a*language other than English at home. A
I

.

.

Title VII bervice centers. The Bilingual Office has a coordinating

.agreement with the Bilingual Education South Eastern Support (BESES)
.

1

'
Center,also known as. the BEMSC in Miami. The bilingual consultants

provide input into coordination agreements and serve on the advisory

board of the BEMSC. i40

State Bilingual Education - policy. Florida* has not enacted a
V.

bilingual eduction legislation Amen though every year an attempt is.

made to piss some fOrm of legislation. The Department of Education does

have a 1ilinguill Education 'position paper which 'recognizes the need to

provide -various educational program *Joni to LEP students. The policy.

calls 'for the..allocation of appropriate reiWurcei. for educational

programs designed for LEP students, An annual count of LEP udents in
1 . ,

each school, and English language mastery by,L4g, students.
. .

V
, .

.
.

'The state supportgl)ilingual.educatia programs that 'transition a
4

1

.4

LEP' student into a mainstream English classroom within. three yesars;

38
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Such programa provide instruction in a/ latiguage that the LEP student

understands and continua until the student is ready to make the

transition into an all-English classroom. A Transitional Bilingual

Education (TBR) program may provide oral language development in both
mr

languages and mey proVide reading ,and math instruction in the language

. the student understands . -Districts may Also choose to implement.

other options for TBE, su h as partial bilingual instruction or full

bilingual instruction.

b:

A bilingual /ESL Andorsement is 'available to add an to regular

teacher ,certification.. A required 15 hours of specific courses and

tests must be codpleted to receive either bilingual and/or ESL,

certification. There --are eight .universities in Florida that. have

bilingUal/ESI training for teachers..

411.

41.; Resources.. of SEA Bilingual Office.

Funding. Florida has coMpleted the third year of a three-year

Title VII grant to coordinate the provision of technical assistance to.
,

p

districts. Title VII funding for 1983-84 totaled 4102,110., For 1982 -83

and 1981-82, the respective amounts were $148,618 and $130,000.

Spending constrainta,. There are no major spending constraints from

thestate other than limited Sut-of-state travel.

.. Staffing.. ,Twofull-time educational consultants' (and ,a secretary

are paid through the'Tttle VII rants ,lbe two poniultants meet the

necessary qualifications requi, et for the positiois. One has been in
0

the prempt. positio4 fob six years, has :a Ph.D. in Education from

- Florida iLate University, and is bilingual in English and Oreek.;The..

.,' same 'consultant &is extensive experience is needs assessment :,. an.1:-.:

',I prbposai whiting and has more then 20. years, of teaching experiente at
\

the university, community college, and secondary school level.

to.

019
.

0
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Ite:second bilingual education consultant has been with the SEA in

the current position for,over four years.. This consultant is completing

a-Ph.D. in Spanish, and câ read and understand French, Italian, Latin,

and Portuguese. She has m re than 15 years of training and teaching

experience at the university and secondary school level, and alsl,has

extensive experience in needs assessment and proposal writing.

Activities to build SEA staff capacity generally take the form of

attendance at national and state conferences', diNtrict workshops, and

membership An professional organizations. The two SEA-44g5ultants are

active members of amisrous professional organizations and are involved

in publishing books, 'Journal articles, and newsletters.

Organizational placement. `The Florida State Dipsttment of

Education is divided into seven main
1/sectionsfour report directly to.

the Commissioner of EduCation,and three are headed by iphividual Deputy

Commissioners. The Bilingual Education Office falls under the 'ad:Min-

istration of the Supervigor of Special Projects,'a subsection of the

Bureau of Curriculum. Services. The latter bureau is one of five sub-

divisions of'the Division of Public Schools which reports directly to a

Deputy Commissioner. 0

III arTechnical'Aisistence and Information Dissemination

.
The Coordination of Technical Osistance to PrOirams of, Bilingual

Education in the State'of-Florida Grant (CTAPBZ) has the following six

major goals:

,

J. Coordination of technical assistance to strengthen bilingual

*education projects in Florida;

2. Coordination and assistance in the development of new and

proposed programs to accommodate students of limited-English

proficiency;

40
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3. Assistance in the.ifistitutionaliaatioa process for bilingual

education in district and university. programs;

4. Consultative -coordination and support to all levels:of bilin-

gual education;

5. Encouragement of meaningful parental involvement in schools

With bilingual programs;

) 6. Coordinattoh/artiCulation with other intetnal 'units of the

Deptrtment'of Education, OBEMLA, BESC, other state agencies and

rfd

other states. ;

During.1982-83 CTAPBE served 37 bilingUalprogramac 18 federally-

funded, and 19 locally-funded. This'il a 162 increase from the previous

year in which 31 programs. ware served, 12 of which were federally
,

funded.

Local needs. The State Bilingual 'Education Office maintains an'

open-ended model for toOrdination of technical Assistance. It does not

have a formal mechanism for needs assessment; boOever", the consultants.

turn to the LAU Center at the University of Florida for assistance. LAU

personnel visit,diatricts to conduct needs assessments (e.g.,.assessment

of .students° language' pfoficiency) and to determine if a district is in

compliance with Odtoicificationk. The SEA also learns of district

needs through statewide meetings and conferences such as the Education

Consortium and the Curriculum Conference.

The State Bilingual Education Office has an open system of

communication and maintains a Watts line so that district peisonnel can

call, the consultants at any titre, free of charge, and ask for

p?-assistance. The state produces a kirectOry,which lists state, county,

and district personnel, thus facilitatilKtelephone commenication.'
,

Coordination of technical assistance versus andefing technical

:assistance is not distinguished by the SEA staff. For example,. the

.administrator of Special Programa asked "Why distinguish?' 04 of the

41
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n.
bilingual education consultants stated that the Bilingual Office

provides direct service to LEAs. Examples of ..this type of assistance

May be helping LEAs write Title VII grants, providing "in-service'

training, and providing workshops for, parents co-sponsored. by Florida

State Univeisity (FSU). The other bilingual education consultant added
I

that many times they act as brokers for the LEAs such as in the case

where a district is looking for Vietnamese teachers. In 'such instances

the Bilingual. Office puts the districts in contact with the University

.of Florida orFlorida State University, both of which have'Title VII

Ph.D. programs and which maintain files of potential applicants.

Paperwork. There are three areas of paperwork for which the State'

Bilingual Education Office is responsible: (a)j,Title VII continuation

proposal, (6) Tit :VII annual report, and (c). the 'Bilingual Education

Office's own evaillition.. None.wae singled oUF)as being exceseive or

burdensome.

Language testing. State education policy does not recommend tests

or books to the districts.. ..Testing latitude is, given to districts.

Students' language prOficiency is .measured through a 'variety of

instruments such as the. Crane ,Dominance Test and the Dade' County Oral

Test. Criteria for student placement in bilingual programs generally -,N\

consists of language. test scores, students' educational background,

teacher and curriculum specialist -recolmendations, all with parent

) notification.

For grade promotions LEP students can be tested in their native

language in the third., grade through the Primary Education Program

(PREP). Also, if LEP children are categorizeckA, 11,' or C. ,LEAs may use

any test they wish.
.

it

The bilingual consultant's take part in the State. Book Adoption

.process that assesses curriculum Materials. They are aware of bilingual

materials currently available through complimentary copies received from
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publishets (e.g., Crane, Santillana) and they receive materials '4

districts have developed.
4
1

Sources of asSistave. The SEA coordinates *ervices to LEAs in h
Florida that are, currently being served_by. the Bilingual Education South ."

Eastern SUpport.(BESES) Center, A-multifunctional support center housed.

at Florida International'Unillertity in 'Miami. Among the training

workshops which' the BESES center conducts are project management and
4

evaluation of.educational needs of LEP students, Curricului evaluation,

staff trainingvand teaching methodologies.

Before the BESES"-Center was created at Florida International

University, Florida was served by the Bilingual Education Service,Center

(BESC) at the .University. of Florida in .Geineiville. The BESC Center_

provided information, training, technical assistance as well as

consultation services.

The interviewee retorted that, .unlike the BESC, the Bilingual

Education Multifunctional, Support Center (BEMSC) cannot help the State

Bilingual Education Office with techniCal assistance other than

training. As thee bi ingual consultants travel' throughout the state,

they identify training needs of'dchool districts. These needs are then

supplied to the BEMSC, and together, workshops are arranged. One of the

consultants mentioned that they. were spoiled, last year by the services

provided through the BESC.

Assistance. rendering., 'The consultants work with ail.districts,

Title VII and non-Title VIA. The only difference is that non-Title VII

programs are visited. once.a year whereas Title VII programs are hafted

twice a year.
"0 40

One of the consultants chose, as a gOal, to pick a district not

served previously by the Office and to work closely,with it throughout
0

the year. The consultant is now on his foprth district. pne ,of the

t



four 'districts wrote a Title VII proposal this

consultants encourage districts who 'are thinking

proposals ervisit other districts who currently

VII programs.

year. The 'bilingwal

of writing Title.VII

are implementing Title

Information dissemination. The State Bilingual Education Office

publishes aiquarterly newsletter which is sent to all districts, OBEMLA,

the Neitional Clearinghouse, for Bilingual Education, all SEAs, and

individuals who request it. The newsletter contains information about

upcoming conferences, resources provided by the universities and others,
,

legislation, language assessment instruments, summer institutes, and

district news. In addition, the SEA coordinates the exchange of infor-

mation among bilingual education programi in the state and natiotally.

Otheff dissemination activities, include letters, telephont.communication,
;

ancrother.inforiation networks.

IV. Other SEA Functions

Review of applicatiali The State. Bilingual Education Office helps

LEAs in writing Title' VII grant ,proposals and reviews Title VII

applications.

Monitoring. The consultants reported that last year's-evaluation

of',Title VII programs was done internally since there was a hiring

freeze. However, when the districts were monitored,
t
reports were not

ent to OBEMLA.- There is no coordination' between thi State Office and.

D in \the area of monitoring. The bilingual..cOnsultants feel that ED

should \nform them when they come to monitor district.

Data 'Agathering and research activities. The State Bilingual

Education Office is not involved in data .gathering fbr federal or state

purposes. No state-sponsored research in 'the aria of bilingual

education is being conducted at the Present time. Research in bilingual

education is .generally carried out by doctoral students at various,

universities tlit,pughout the state.



V. Perceived Results

According to the bilingual education consultants, one of the most

effectivS SEA activities is/ the coordination ofac;i4itiei to. serve LEP

children with Department Of Educationunits, as well as with the LAU

Center, the ualVersities,/ the BESES Canter, and-the State Advisory
h

Council on Bilingual Educstion. For-example, SEA consultants have been

included in audit review fieams since 1978. Assisting districts to write

le

proposals and diisemina ' information through'th, quarterly newsletter

are two other SEA activitiesties' regarded as most effective. Theconsul -

tants offered no perceilions regarding least effective SEA activities.

VI. Priorities, Trend$, and Needs

Trends. 'Recent Jtrends in SEA activities are characterised by the

larger network developed by the Bilingual EducationOffice. AS the bi-

lingual consultants ,ork. with'more districts,more needs die identified.

In the last few yeirs, for example, the LEP student population has

become more diversified reflecting the large Indochinese migration.
.,

;1u

There is a perceive need to have more staff, at the SEA level that can

work wi4h other len age grouPai Many districts also need assistance in

proposal writing. since the districts themselves lo not have the
1 1

,

resources to write competitive proposals. The state is still very slow

in committing itself to adding a full-4ims person. paid for with state
0

money.

The bilin al consultants find future trends in SEA capacity hard

to predict d to the lack of bilingual education legislation. If

legislati ere enacted, then guidelines for bilingual education would

be formula the broker role' would be increased, and funds would be

available to strengthen further the state's role in coordination of

technicjl assistance to bilingual ,education programs. Also, ESOL and

bilihgual educators would need to work more closely together. This

would require someone at the SEA level who could coordinate both groups'

Concerns.
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If the Bilingual Education Office staff were incteased, one. of the

activities that would be carried out would be data gathering. One of

the areas in need of documentation is the number of LEP students in the

state according to language groups. Another area is the impact the

state has on the education of LEP children. Data gathering would add to

the goals of increasing educational excellent.) and decreasing the

dropout rate.

The SEA would like to expand its'.present activities to include

writing proposals to fUnd additional activities, .i.e., 'teaching,"

_presenting workshops to other SEA units, coordinating - classes in Spanish

and other, languages on .demand, and organizing activities to increase

parental involvement.

The SEA- is concerned that too much duplication of materials is

occurring thropghout Title VTI projects. What is needed, the consultant

suggested, is a process through the National-Clearinghouse for Bilingual

Education in which all materials developed through federal funds are

housed in a,central area. In this manner, materials can be reproduced'

as the need arises.

4
With respect to changes in Title VII regulations, the consultants'

would like to see the FES-to-LEP student ratio changed from 40% FES and

60% LEP to a 50-50 percent, ratio, especially in popular' programs like

the Greek bilingual program.. For example, it was suggested that opce

Title VII students have been served; then the programs should be 'opened'

on a first-come, 'first-serve basis. Another change in 'Title VII

regulations would involve the manner in which a proposal is selected for

fundihg. There should be a process by which verification of need is

checked as opposed to relying so heavilyd. on how well a proposal is

written.

Another recommendation made by the consultant interviewed was in

the' area. of needs assessment. Title 'VII regulations could. be more

specific is its requirement of LEP student identification. Districts

\ 46
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;

could assess all the students-and then select those needing assistance.

TheLEP count coull be broken down acidrding to number of children per

language, although it is OBEMLA's contention'that this is alrrbeing

done.

The btlingual consultants would like to have their program off per

and OBEMLA staff be, more visible in the state of Florida. This

visibility could be n the form of presentations at conferences or LEA

visitations. It would ve 'a significant'impact on districts and would

make the guidance that, the SEA currently receiltes more fruitful. The

consultants would like to have a better coordinatioh of monitoring with

the federal government.

The .bilingual consultants report no difficulty in communicating

with 'the staff at OBEMLA. They would like tO communicate 'more with---- -

policy Juicers at the federal level. and, in turn, be able to pass on

pertinent bilingual education information to the. LEA. AC the present

time, .the feeling is that poliCy makers communicate with selected

individuals at the state level who may or may not inform the rest of

concerned SEA staff.

. The SEA staff mentioned that it is not uncomMon to receive outdated

letters from OBEMLA. About 75% of. the communication received is out -

dated. They also mentioned the need for letters to be sent not only.to

the Bilingual Education Office but also to the Commiesioger AA a matter

of courtesy.

Another area in which communication between. OBENLA and the state

needs to be strengthened is in the notification process of Title VII

grantees. OBEMLA needs to notify the districts and the SEA directly of

their Title VII. award. anck. pride a copy of the final negotiated

proposals submitted to OBEMLA. Currently, the SEA relies on districts

calling and informing the SEA of their grants. Also recommended is that

OBEMLA send a letter of commendation to districti who score 110 on their

proposal and'that.letter is sent to the state officer as Well.
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KAN$A$ SEA BILINGUAL EDUCATION AGENCY

I. Background

Number of LEP. students. kinsas has just over 400,000 students is

grades K-12, and the SEA 'bilingual specialist, estimates that in 1984,

10,000 of _these are language-minority- students. Of these, about 5,000

are LEP-(the current proposal states that 4,327 children were served in

1982-83)1.

A language survey.is.required of all districts on September 15 of

every year, but it is difficult to obtain a precise figure of LEP

students for several reasons. First, there is only a.general state

definition of LEP and of how LEP status should be assessed. The state

specialist mentioned that local assessment. procedures_vaxy, which. may

contribute to inconsistency. Secondly, Kansas is located in the migrant

stream, and the. numbers of studepts change throughout the year. Between

two-thirds and three-fourths of the students are listed as Spanish-

speaking, and apcording to a 1980 survey the next largest group is,

Vietna6eie (exact peroentages cannot be calculated because of internal

inconsistencies in the 'data). This .proportion may be changing since in'

1984 the Wichita bilingual director reported having a majority of Asian

students. The total number of LEP students has been,increasing by about

20% a year.

State logislatiOn. In 1979, the Kansas legislature enacted a

permissive bilingual aducatiOn bill which provided State funds to assist

in the education of language-minority children. Few 'standards and

procedures are mandated by the law, which specifically 'stated that rules

and regulations can be adopted by the State Board. The State Board,

however, has chosen "to allow maximum flexibility to the local districts.

The law allocates $150 per year for each student that is, identified. bye

district as LEP, to be used in a bilingual program. Although "bilingual

program" is defined, there are no specific program criteria. According
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to?the state law it ie permissible for eteacher, certified in an area

. other than bilingual; to .serve as a bilingual instructor. The law also

refers to. an advisory committee which has statewide

but the composition and organization of the board is not specified.

Title VII ,grants in state. At present, the only Title VI/ program

in Kansas is in the city of Wichita. The program recelyesa$65,000 in

Title VII funds and is in its third 'and final year of,funding.

Title VII service centers. The BEMSC closest to Kansas is BUENO at

the University of Colorado in Boulder. The center has been'the region's

service center or eight years. Previously, the center in Arlington.

Heights, Illinois served "is state.

II. Resources of SEA Bilingual Office

Fundin5. The total grant to the state from Title VII is $4,174, .

all of which is being used on training. The state bilingual specialist

administers funds from three sources:'(a) state. bilingual education

funds ($570,000), (b) Migrant Education - Chapter 1 Funds ($2 million),

4 and' (c) transition program for refugees ($244,000) for a total of over

$2.8 million, ,most of which goes prectIy to the LEAs. In the case of

state bilingual funds, ail of the funds are distributed to LEAs.based on
o

student counts.

Spending constraints. There-are no spending constraints; however%

the fact that one individual is responsible for all state coordination

\or three diverse and complicated programs such as bilingual education,

# Migrant education, and refugee 'transition greatly limits what can be

done in each area. While the amount of federal bilingual fundingofor

Kanaas is small, even this amount is due to end after the current fiscal

year .since the only Title VII program in the state is in its .third and

final year of funding.
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Staffing. The state bilingual specialist has held the position for

four years. His previous experience.was in 'migrant education as a

teacher, state consultant, and, state coordinator, ,4 positionf he .con-

tinues to hold. He hai a B:S. and.an M.S, degree An education, but he

does.not have any foral training in liling41 education. He has become

knowledgeable through college courses and by attending numerous work-

shops in ESL, bilingual education, migrant edUcati9, and Chapter 1.7"

The state bilingual specialist works in the, Office . of State and

Federal Programs along With five other!. program specialists and three

support staff. This office is.one of four reporting to the Assistant.

Commissioner for Educational Services. These four offices comprise.one

of three diVisions of the State Department of Education.

0

III. Technical Assiatance and Information Dissemination

Local needs. SEA personnel stated that the most important needs

are in the. areas. of b ic 'information on language-minority. children,ael
ov

ESL, staff training, tee ing, materials, and program guidelines. Both

the SEA bilingual office and the Wichita bilingual/ESL'prograM, which is

the largestA best -known in.the state, receive requests for sills type

of assistance.

The SEA bilingual specii/Ast is also concerned with three other

areas. First, there is a need to.integrate programs for LEP children

into the regular school curriculum and to get bilingual and regular

teachers to work.cooperatively.. second, there is a continuing need for

staff training since staff may be'biling but are not trained as

bilingual education teacheri. Third, respondents. expressed a need to

reduce the dropigpt rate of language-minority students.

The Executive Committee_ ..of, Kansas Association for Bilingual

Education (KABE) meets to determine needs of local, ditricts. Although.

the state, specialist serves as KABE president, the SEA'does not have a

AI
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separate formal procedure for assessing needs. One need identified by

KABE is-inaservice for administrators.
,

Sources of assistance. Both the SEA bilingual specialist and the

LEA director have received assistance from BUENO, the BEMSC in'boulder

Colorado. The SEA specialist was pleased that BUENO condu4ted a formal

and extensive needs assessment. The LEA director relies on BUENO to

answer questions on legislation, to provide names of trainers and

resources, and to evaluate materials. In addition, BUENO holds meetings

of Tit'e VII directors tft.the region to provide assistance in preparing

the required reports, evaluations, and proposals. BUENO acts as an

intermediary between the sites and OBEMLA. finally, BUENO is =a iource.

of staff training..

2

The state. bilingual specialist was aware of other sources of

assistance such as the EDAC in Dallas, the BEMSC in Arlington Heights,.

Illinois, and IDRA in Texas,.but he did not feel that they were very

helpfill to his- region. He said they were too far removed geographically

and were of more help in their own imeediate locality. The LEA

bilingual.director, on .the other' hand, was satisfied with the' technical

assistance she had ,received from the NCBE, the Lau Center in Milwaukee,

Wichita State University, and the Regional Office of .Education in Kansas

City which had provided-materials for refugees.

How the SEA provides assistance. The SEA does not piovide much

direct assistance on bilingual program matters.. 'Az one time, the state

specialist talked about regional training meetings., but these did not.

occur. The state bilingual.speCialist's principal role is to administer

the funds. He. provides LEAs with instructions in memo form on how to

identify LEP students and forms to rep rt the LEP count.- If the. LEAs

request assistance yin this task, he n help them locate language

proficiency tests or refer 'them to experienced sites. The -state

bilingual specialist' generally- dee. not initiate contact with LEAs and

does not make site visipts. ,
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EA the SEA coordinates, assistance. Acceding to. SEA personn

the annual KABE 'conference is a primary vehicle for coordinatin

assistance. Tha state bilingual specialist uses the Title:4I/:funds to

pay for the conferenCe; the BUENO BEMSC also pays s-4yr aportion of the

conference'. Atask forget, in, which the state bilingual specialist
,

participates, is' responsible for organizing the conference. °The .

conference is open. to all districtsi Whether or not they ,are members of .

KABE. This year's conference was attended by about 80 people. Workshop

topics included the development of a state plan for bilingual edUcation,

trosarcultutal counseling, bilingual special education, refugee,

'adjustment to American life, and language eXperience for LEP students.,
.

'4 The state .bilingual. 'specialist coordinates assistance by

refeiiing inexperienced LEAs to.established programs. % Fora example, if

-an LEA requests help, hi may..prouide the travel funds for a teacher-to
0 a%
visit classes at another site, As a-. result of this method, the. Wichita

program has become .source- of technical assistance ta4numerous other

distercta? The.Wichita director- is. Consulted by telephone by

.

sealler districts- and;Phe often sends information by mail' on request.

' The grogram has begun tti charge fit Zopies of some materials.
ly

,

Dissemination of information.~ The SEA bilingual office Primarily

disseminates .'informlition relaxed to the disbursement of state funds and

1'

A

7,

: language count Information. KABE publiihes a newsletter three times a

. .year with programinfOrmation but is' circulated only to KABE members..

.IV. Other SEA Functions

Monitoring. Because All of the state . bilingual funds. go to the

LEAs, .SEA activities ate limited. The state specialist wauld'like.to

"monitor and evaluate..existing programs, and -.help achooip develop new

programs, but. he the. resources for 'their activities.
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Data "inhering. Nevertheless, a ektain amountzof da a is col-

lected
1

by the sgA. _The-LEP count was discussed in an earli r section.

In addition, diatridts dill out 4 Program Evalgation Report which is

summarized by the state bilingual specialist. This report proyides the
4 b. t.11

SEA with informatile however, the data need. to be collee'ed- in a

stan4lerd and unifOrm,manner to.be truly useful. .This would' i volve a.

. different type of organization and greater resources.

pry

1

fq-,

Review of Title VII 9plications. The state bilingual s ecialist

had the opporfUnity to review the Wichita Title VII proposal, b t:he was
\sr

not instrumental' LA the decision: to apply for federal funds. Re has b

encouraged 'other districts tb apply, but there are prisently no new

project proipects.

V. Perceived Results

NThe SEA specialist and the LEA director agree that the 'Meet

effective SEA activitt.:ie providing funds, although everyone' involved

realizes 'that the level of fqnditig is minimal. The LEA director, is also
,.

appreciative of jthe transition funds, because there is ad overlap.. of

students and both sources ctE funding can contribute to a more complete.

program. .

474('

The state bili4usil ;specialist felt the lack of progrim development

and assessment activitiek_made.the bilingual effort leas effective. He

said it was impossible to. coordinate those activities with the current

level of ..funding. For the LEA' director, the main problems Were the

-absefice of real communication between thos providing bilingual ser-

vices, including the SEA, and the absence of a statelOde framework or

for bilingUil'education.,.

No evaluation of the SEA activities

I
been conducted.
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VI. Priorities, Trends, and Needs.

Trends. SEA activities have changed 'primarily in the increase in

services for greater numbers of LEP students., Since the bilingual

legislation in 1979, there has been a .steedy increase in the number of

-LEP students reported. The most recent change is in the composition of

these , students, from Hispanic to Asian.

In'other ways, the state's involvement in bilingual education has

been static. The LEA direitor has beaft.willing to work on a state plan

for quite some time and has communicated this interest to the state

bilingual Specialist. Thee state.,bilingual specialist also sees the heed.

for a state plan with guidelines, but stated that it is difficult to

develop a.. plan- without additional. resources. The SEA has a new

commissioner and, as new prior ties are reviewed, it may be possible to

make some changes in this area.

Needs. There are areas of agreement between thejSEA and the LEA

\ director about what the SEA should do more of. They-both want the SEA

to develop and promotia state plan.that wou0 Sclude Clear statement$

on key issues and provide claar guidelines.. In addition, the LEA

director wants the SEA to promote communication among LEAs. She also

wants the SEA staff to:stay on 'top of relevant actions taken by the

legislature, such as the allocation of tate funds, and to be an

advocate with the legislature. Neither the SEA specialistnor the LEA

director feels that'phere sire other things that the SEA should be doing.

I
The LEA director said that as a result. of recent changes in OBEMLA

the did not know who her program officer was. She also .found it
gee

difficult to attend meetings in, Washington without extensive advance

notice.

0

The SEAkspecialist wants more funding and assistance from.OBEMLA.

He feels that SEAS should receive a minimum amount from Title VII
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(perhaps $25,000) rather than a percentage,. With additional funds,the

development of a state. plan and A significant delivery of;services would

be possible. The state bilingual specialist said that-he felt Basic

Grants were a better use of Title VII funds than the network Support

centers.

0



LOUISIANA SEA BILINGUAL EDUCATION OFFICE

I. Background

a.

Number of LEP students. TfieSEA has noodata on the total number of

LEP students enrolled in the state. In 1981 a plan was developed by the

..SEA bilingual office to obtain counts of LEP students from the state's

LEAs,, but that plan was. disapproved by the state's superintendent of

.

education on the grounds that it required excessive. paperwork by LEAs.

According to data from the 1978 Elementary and Secondary School

Civil Righti Survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Education, at

the time of the survey there were 8;387 pfrsdhs, aged 5 through 17, in

Louisiana who had a primary language other than English.

Number and amount of- state grants. In the 1983-84 school year,

there are nine Title VII grants'to LEAs in Louisiana (eight Basic Grants

and one Demonitration Grant) for a.total Of $1,290,462 in Tithe VII LEA.

granklunds. There are' no Tile VII grants-go Louisiana institutions of-

. higher educationf(IliEs).

Service' centers.. The BEMSC serving Louisiana is based at the

University of Texas at El Paso. Services in Louisiana are provided by

the BEMSC satellite office in.New Otleans,.'which is operated under a

subcontract to a and A, Ltd.

State legislation. The state has no legislation 'requiring that

special services be provided to LEP students.

The state sctively.encourages French as a second language for

elementary and secondary students. To this end, the state's, recently

revised cpnstitution encourageithe.,preservation of native languages and

6Ultu.0%Xrepresented in the state. Also, in 1975 the state government

enacted the Second Languages Act, which authorizes school systems to
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provide instruction in second languages. To assist that goal, the state

provides financiai support 'for 300. ;teachers of second. languages. ;Most

oftthese teachers provide instruction, in French but there are Aso a few

teachers of Spanish, Italian, and Hungarian. Because there are few LEP

students in the state for whom.French is the home language, this state .

support for French as a second language colptitutes a rather limited

type of state.bilingual education assistance. .

II. Resources of SEA Bilingual Office
Ar

Funding. for operations. The state's Title VII SEA grant. for.. the

1983-84-school year is $58,253. For the 1982-83 school year it was

$86,002; for the1981-.82 school year it was $182,702.

In addition to its Title VII grant, the SEA also receives limited

federal reimbursement -for its coordination of ESL services to refugees

'under the Refugee Assistance Act. Current SEA funding for, this purpose,

is $2,340; last year the SEA received $4,940 to carry out these

responsibilities.

The state d not receive any other federal funding for services-,

to LEP studene (e.g., it has no grant for desegregation .of national

origin minority students under Title IV of the Civil Rights Act).. ,

Louisiana uses state, funds for aome.SEA operations related to Title

VII. Although no precise estimate of state expenditures was available,

the SEA at our request deireloped a very rough estimate of. $32,000 in

state hinds used for administrative -and technical assistance purposes

related to ESL and bilingual education. This amount incl es 10% to 25%

t
of the time and local travel expenses for each of fo . SEA profes-

sionalir t'

Spendinq constraints. A hiring freeze is currently in:effect for

A all SEA employees,including'federally-supported positions.
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Staffing. The SEA's Title vu grant supports one professional and

her secretary. The Bilingual Supervisor is an expert it. foreign-

language instruction and has a master's degree in French. She was

formerly a teacher, has teacher-training experience .at the university

level, and has workeC in the SEA'S language-related program for four

years. Working with the Bilingual ,Supervisor are four other profes-,

sionals whose positions are skate funded (see above). Two of the four

are responsible for oversight of specific lingua]. and ESL projects in

varying regions of the state. The other two professionals are the

Bilingual Supervisor's supervisors. The:four state-funded professionals

also.spencftime on other language-related projects besides bilingual and

ESL programs.

A "IP .

The SEA develops the capacity of its staff by "sponsoring staff

participation in national workshbpa and conferences, such as NABE and

TESOL.
:4

Organizational placement. The Title VII SEA grant is adminietered

under the Assistant Superintendent' for Academic Programs.' The grant is

directly under the Bureau of Academic Support,' which has jurisdiction

over all language-related programs of the SEA.

:III. Technical Assistance and.Information Disgemination

-Local needs. Through the"BEMSC, the SEA' has identified local needs

k
related to Title VII operations. The first five needs on their list are

for the, following:

Periodic.' meetings of project directors and' coordinators for

Management training activities with' special emphasis on vproject

components;

Technical assistance workshops and seminars concerning title VII

regulations' and. legislation and familiarization with services

provided by Title VII assistance providers;
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onsultation for preparation of Title VII new and continuation

proposals;*

Assistance in establishing teacher training prOgrams with IHEs;

and

On-site project visitasfor-program.jieview.

In our interviews SEA respondents said that in Louisiana the

greatest. general need related to Title VII was to increase the

recognition of school boards and LEA administrators regarding the needs

of LEP students.

In interviews with local Title VII directors, we were told that.

their chief needs were for help in interpteting Title. VII requirements

for their own, situations and for in-service training of instructional'

personnel, administrators,.and school board members.

Needs for which Title VII grant may coordinate assistance.' The

following six areas were noted as activities for which, the SEA may '

coordinate assistance, using Title VII funds:

1. Budget and funding'strategies fot the time when federal grant

phases out--The SEA works in an ongoing fashion with Title VII projects

ip preparing Title VII continuation proposals and with non-Title VII

districts wiehing to apply for Title VII funds. Its primary role in

these ,;:cqnsultitions is in explaining Title VII requirements and

plporities;. in order (a') to obtain maximum' federal funding for each

applicant, and (b) to 'encourage- the development of high-quality

programs. As part of this work, the SEC -says that it discusses with.

each LEA the apptoaches the LEA will use to take over support for its

bilingual program when Title VII funding phases out. SEA respondents

repoAed that this is frequently a concern of LEA administrators who are

considering applying for Title VII-funds.
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24,. Project management--The BEMSC satellite .;office serving Louisiana

meets every other month with Title VII project directors in the state

and with SEA personnel to discuss. topics related to project idministra-

tion. These:' topics were selected at the beginning 'of the schoollear

(shortly after award o the IEMSC contract) bx the Title VII directors

and -the SEA. 7.Perticular need was expressed for technical assistance' in

project evaluation .and 4,1angiuge assessment.. The year's agenda for
-

technical assistance meetings for project administrators was built

around these and other needs expressed by Title VII directors.

3. Instructional qualityIn addition .to .the technical.assistanCe

provided to .project directors, .thee BEMSC satellite office also provides

technical assistance to Title- VII instructional personnel. Under the

BEMSC contract, each Title VII project.in.the state is to be provided at

least one technical assistance workshop.. during the school year. Because

some of the. Title VII LEAs are located near one another, several LEAs

have been able to. send their Title VII instructional personnel (or some

of ihem).to BEMSC workshops in neighboring LEAs. The topics addressed

in the workshops were determined through a needs assesses= ppocess

similar to that described for project administrators. According to SEA

respondents, workshops. for instructional personnel have been held on

such topics as computer-assiAted, instruction, strategies for parental

involvement, ESL instruction, and oral language. assessment..

4. Assessment and use of curriculum materials--Because of.the SEA's

interest in French- language instruction, substantial attention is given

to' the development and dissemination of curriculum for. French- language

learning. The:SEA is currently developing curriculum guidelines for"

elementary and secondary ESL. In addition, SEA respondents expressed

satisfaction in having obtained state approval for a number of ESL texts.
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and materials (five pages in the state-approved.list)." \ The SEA also

-assisted 1 printing and disseminating a multicultural teacher guide for

using the arts to imprOve basic skills instruction.

Iv
5. : Selection and use of instruments to medure language

proficiency--In Louisiana, LEAs may select their own tests and set their

own entry and exit levels for the delivery of special services to LEP

students. With OBEMLA approval, most LEAs in the state use the

SEA-developed Home LangUage Survey for identification of LEP. students.

The Language Assessment -Survey is typically used for student language

assessment in French, Spanish, and En

assessment are discussed in many of the

participates in arrapging.

Ish. Approaches to language

EMSC workshops, which the SEA

6. Improvement in data gathering--The SEA does not conduct

activities to address this need directly, although the BEMSC has

provided assistance to specific LEAs in this area.

Other needs. The following additional activities were reported by

the SEA personnel interviewed:

1. Strategies for obtaining federal funds --Im addition to the

activities mentioned above, the SEA also assists LEAs by providing them

with all information pertinent to application deadlines and processibg

procedures.

Z. Paperwork fOr Title VII or state funding--The SEA provides

extensive assistance to LEAs in preparing Title VII grant applications,

including direct 'on-site assistance as Well as the assistance.described

above.
H

'In Louisiana, LEAs must select textboo from a state-approved'

list, -except that federally-assidked project LEAs may select any .

texts or materials that are appropriate whetier they are on the list or

not.
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3. Student achievement testing or

coordinates relatively little technical

tenting, ,except to the extent that LEAs

written in languages ;then than English.

assessment. is. prOliided Mainly to appl

.assistance 'fort new Title VII projects.

Reeds assessmentThe SEA

'assistance on achievement

ask for achievement tests.

Its assistance in needs

icants who are requestiing

4. Parsonnel recruitment and screeninglhe SEA is very active in

ecruitiAg and screening teachers for its Second Language program.

Through the Council. foe the Development 16f French in Louisiana (CODOFIL)

'Ind the Cordel Hull Institute, teachers are recruited .frOm France,
t

Belgium, Quebec,- finch Mexico to 'serve as "Foreign Associate Teacheri" of

French and Spanish in Louisiana schools. CODOFIL and the Cordel Hull

Institute are responsible for recruiting, screening, and placing 'these

teachers. The teachers are not, strictly speaking, bilingual education

teachers, extept for the very. small niimbersof Louisiana Ts.udents for

.whom French is, their home language. According to SE4-resp ndents, the

SEA Oso maintains an active file on teachers seeking e4tpioyment in

bilingual education.

5. In-service trainingThe SEA coordinates assistan e in this area

by working with the BEMSC satellite office in assessing, local needs and

designing training services for

Sources of assistance. As

teachers in Title VII ptoJects.

already indicated, thiSEA has an active

and seemingly productive relationship with the sol7 satellite office.

91

(The satellite office consists of one individua

/

, who identifies and

schedples outside onsultants as needed for spe fic services and who

also provides extensive services himself.) The SEA has very little

L
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contact with the BEMSC headquarters in El Paso,' ',though the Bilingual

.Supervisor and' Director of Academic Support Wembers,of the BEMSC
S

advisory council.

The SEA also uses the Title National Origin Desegregation.

Assistance Center in San Texas, known as IntercUltural

Development Research Association. (IDEA).. The SEA has asked. IDRA to

conduct workshops and conferences on various topics around. the state.

According to SEA respondents, IDEA has been highly responsive to the

state's needs and, like the BEMSC satellite office, has provided high

quality services. 'Apparently,. the BEMSC satellite office and IDRA

maintain regular communication with each other.

The SEA appeared to have used the services of the. EDACs much less

than it ha* used these other two .service 14oviders, although ?the
tr

Supervisor and Director are members of the adWisory council for the

Dallas EDAC. The SEA currently has relatively little contact with the

state's IHEs.

The S;A makes use of the services of the Ame icon Indian Resource

'Center in Oklahoma, in instances in which it has rtain needs related

to American Indian and migrant students.

How the SEA provides assistance. The SEA rovides aseijtance

mainly through reviler telephone contict with LEAs and through visits.

The LEAs with whom the SEA maintains contact are a current Title Val

V
2The SEA respondents said they. had a better r lationship7Ulth the

BEMSC than with the" BESC, in part, because the BE SC satellite office
works closely with the state and keeps the SEA fully informed 'of all

BEMSC activities within the state. Apparently., the BESC had not kept up

as high a level of communication with the SEA. However, When. the BESC

closed, it turned its resource library over to the SEA, 'where it is.

'currently maintained.
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grantees, previous Title VII grantees (who have taken over the Title

VII -supportmi'Ulcvicis with local funds), and potential new Title 'VII

applicants. The. SEA visits the b91ngual and/or ESL.. projects of

IIPPIV'ximately 15 LEA. a year (almost on, -quarterof Louisianats.total 66

LEAs). About 20 LEAs send,representatives to one or More Ok,the con,-

ferences or workshop* that the SEAsponsors (geherally in collaboration

with the BEMSC or IDRA).

How the SEA coordinates assistance.' The SEA coordinates assistance

through its regular contact with th Louisiana LEAs the BEMSC satellite

office, and IDRA. Through this cont ct,-the'SEA discusses local needs

for assistance and identifies services hat would be useful to,partic-

ular LEAs. It then, stays in contact t determine that services are

actually delivered, often attending localyorkshops provided .for LEA

.personnel.

Dissemination of information. The SEA has no newsletter. It

mainly communicates *via telephone.'and sends memos on particularly

important information.(e.g., application dia dSes). \

IV. Other SEA Functions

Activities that Title VII authorizes $EAls to.coord/nate. 'The

following comments were provided concerning the activities that Title

VII authorises the SEA to coordinate:

1. Evaluation --The SEA does .not provide direction-to LEAs on how toy

evaluate local bilingual projects. tt does, however, provide technical\

assistance an_evaluation methods.

2. Information exchange--As indidated previously, the SEA bilingual

office is actively involved in information exchange among districts--

mainly through its telephone and meeting contacts with LEAs and tts

arrangements for workshops. SEA respondents gave examples of visits
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'they had arranged for LEA personnel to observe bilingual programs, in

other districts. The regular BEMSC workshops for Title VII directors

also provide a useful forum for information exchange.

3. Assessment of personnel training needs --The SEA fosters Such

review through the needs assessment activities it sponsors in collabora-

tion with the BEMSC satellite office.

Monitoring. The SEA conducts two visits a year to each Title VII

LEA to observe the Title VII program and to offer" appropriate

assistance. A program review instrument A; used by the SEA monitor 40/

conducting these visits. From our interviews, it' seemed that the visits

are probably .conducted in an informal fashion with' an emphasis on help-\

ing the LEA improve its program, rather than on regulatory compliance.

Visits are timed to coincide with meetings of Title 141 parent councils.

Each visit concludes with an exit interview with the LEA superintendent

and later a follow-up letter' and report. A copy of the letter and

report is forwarded to OBEMLA. A second, visit later in the school year
A

then offers further opportunity for follow-up on problems or needs

identified in the earlier visit.

The SEA respondents indicated that, they are.somitimes able to tattle

a problem or bring a need to the attention of the superintendent-or

school board --in instances in which the local bilingual director may not

have enough organizational clout'to.be as effective as the SEA visitor.

The SEA's authority to 'monitor T tle . VII projects has been

tstrengthened sotewhet by the "certificaion" of the State Board, of

Elementary and econdery Education stating that the SEA has authority

for "general su ervision" of 'bilingual education programs.

that this stat4ment legitimates and assists

'performance. /
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.
Data gathering. The .SEA .does not have. any activities in this

area. Several years ago the SEA bilingual office sent needs assessment

questionnaires toeach LEA asking them to checkoff needs that they were

experiencing in serving their LEP stutients. The purpose" 'of this,Jneeds

assessment 'process was to identify areas in Ohich.the.SEA bilingual

office should provide (or stimulate the provision of) services to LEAs.

For. the past two years the SEAhas not been able to send out the form

because senior SEA personnel. saw it as excessive paperwork for LEAs.

Thus, the SEA's role insassessing.statewide needs Oil been curtailed

beCause_of an effort, to redUce data-gathering activities.

Research. The SEA does not have any activities in this area.

-Nowever.,it does .coordinate research activities by agencies desiring to

study local bilingual and ESL services.

Review of Title VII applications. TheSEA bilingual office reviews

all Tit4.e VII applications from Louisiana LEAs prior to-. submission to

OBEMLA. At she conclusion of the review process, SEA personnel prepare

a letter to each LEA:applicant describing the strengths and weakfiesses
a

of its application. A copy of each letter is -also forwarded to OBEMLA.

pisseilination of information on bilingual education certification

reui.resents. Louisiana has both bilingual and ESL certification

-standards. Each SEA respondent with whom wi spoke' on this topiC

referred to the standards as "on the books." Because there is no

requirement that certified bilingual or ESL teachers fii used in teachpg

LEP students, the certification. standards do not particularly affect the

types of-instruction actually delivered or the qualifications of the

teachers who provide the inetruction. 'Nevertheless, the SEA does,

dissemlnate the standards to LEAs enrolling LIP students.

a

A
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V. Perceived Results

Most and least effective SEA activities. The Bilingual Supervisor

stated that the SEA's most elfeatiye activity was "die' coordination .of

technical assistance to LEAs. She'. ipaid that the goal of all theii

assistance activitieswiaii to iiprove services to LEP students and to

raise the quality of local prograds., She expressed the belierthat the

assistance efforts coordinated by the SEA have been effective in raising'

project quality aid, ultimately, in4improving'services to.studenti."
.r

Shelowsaid that their: least effective activity has. been _public

relations within the -SEA and .that to bilingual office needed tR become

better known within the SEA and' around the state, to build awareness of

the needs. of LEP Students ands' the accompliihments of the Title VII

program! (LEA respondents reiterated that view.)

. .

She also skid that the Sil.had not'been'parsicularly effective in

stimulating the interest.of Louisiana's IHEs in bilingual education.

E0aluative inforiation. -The SEA bilingual office -has an evaluation

checklist that itidistributed to all Lobel Title VII directors asking

for their, assessment of the office's overall Performance. 'It'also has a

form on which workshop participants are asked to indicate their

satisfaction witit:the workshops in which they particiate. We did not

see any completed forms, nor did've see ...tabulations of the evaluatiod

checklists; the completed questionnaires and survey forms are kept on

file in the SEA offices.

VI. Prhrities, Trends, and Needs

0

Trends. The Bilingual Supervisor said that

courses' may some day be 'substituted for .required

courses. This would be en important change from

menwin which ESL courses are treated as high sChool,elective'courses'

she, hopes that 'ESL

high school' Engiish

the current'.arrange-

'I A
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for purposes of meeting high

Bilingual Supervisor said that

becauseit woild signify State

services to LEP students,

school graduation requirements. The-

this change would`" be. an important step

recognition of the importance of special

Priorities. The Bilingual Supervisor said she doesn't expect major

change, ta SEA capacity in ,bilingual educatio% and ES . She does,

however, anticipate that the SEA may assume the support her position
."r

and that of her seciertary, thus freeing'up much of the EAttla. Title VII

imoney. She would lkm to seethose Title VII funds used (0- to support

research (on topics such. as language interference) and state surveys

(possibly conducted by a Louisiana nonprofit organization), (b) to bring

in nationally kfibwn consultants to talk about their work, and (c) to

link up with BETNET, the.caputerized information systeM operated by Che

National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education.

Sheftecommendeethat e BEMSC.0e.converted back to a grant rather

than a contract. She. said that Louisiana's successful relationship with

the BEMSC was largely the result of the capabilities and dedication of

the di ctor 44 the BEMSC satellite office. According to her, the

greater lexibility of grants. made them better suited than contracts to

the pro sion of technical asiristance-itr bilingual education. (For

example, because of the limit on BEMSC workshops, the SEA has not'been

able to schedule any workshops for LEAs that are considering whether to

apply for Title VII funds.)

inn

of

Needs. The Bilingual Supervisor said that she believed that :change

local needs will be A direct reflection of the growth in the number

LEP children and Adults-in Louisiana.

411 fit

SEA respondents said that the ste should provide more support for

services to LEP students. through aa state mandate that LEP students
4,

programs that will improve -their English

funding for the hiring of 141. and bilingual
be s ved by educatiOnal

proficie , and (b) state

education'teachers.
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Guidance or assistance from OBEMLA. The follgwin comments

made regarding guidance or assistance from OBEMLA:e,

wre

L. OBEMLA should not require.that SEAs Submit an annual applq.ca-

tion, beyond assurances of compliance with Title VII requirements and a

brief listing of major activities to be carried 'Mut under the grant.

I

(a) Brief descriptions (with fundimg levels) of all.Title VII.

Basic and Demonstration grants, so that SEAs can put their

projects in touch with similar projects elsewhere; an4

(b) Descriptions of findings of all !Part C studies.

-.,

. 3 OBEMLA should, improve its processes for review of LEA granks so

that EA mments are considered an important part of the application

v-IDprocess .,

_ 2. OBEMLA should diiseminife to all SEAs:

I
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NEW YORK StA BILINGUAL' EDUCATION BUREAU.

1

BackgroOnd

Number of LEE students. Based on the LEP definition. :.used for New

York's epecial, state aid .f6r LEP ,students, there 'are 100;400 LEP

students enrolled in New York's public schools in grades*12. Students

are included in this count' if (a) by virtue of foreign birth or
t

ancestry, the student speaks 4.language other than English, and (b) the k

student scores below the 230 percentile on,i test of English, profi-

ciency or its equivalent; or (c) the school district receives special,

state approval.

-

LEAs count the number of LEP students served in approved programs

in each school in the spring of each year agd.report those figures 'to

the SEA. These co4Ots then dqtermine the amount of State LEP eid that

is allocated to the LEA for the following school, year.

.

a.

Number an5i amount of Title VII grants. Excluding the two Title VII

grants being implemented by the SEA, there are currently 141 Title VII .

grailts 'being operated in the state. These.are summarized in Table 6.

Service centers. The Bilingual Education MultiflinGtional Support

Center (BEMSC) serving New York is based at Hunter College, with

%Columbia Teachers College as the subcontractor.

Prior.to this year, two Bilingual Education Service Centers (BESCs)

served New.York. Nes( York City was served by the. BESC based. at Hunter

College, with C. W.. Post University as the subcontractor. The rest of

New York state was. served by the BESC based at Georgetown University,
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Table .6

Title VII Grants in New York
fY 1983

Type of Grant Number Amount

ghe

. 1
LEA:

Basic 15,618,268
Demonstration-

7/'
1,219,360

Vocational training*
Materials development
Desegregation

011
397 6 8

..,

1

1,234,344,
338,167

Higher education: . A

1,886,162

8 656,607
1 136,787

TT
111 6581 ,- .

2,691,i14

Teachir training 19

Doctoral felOwship
Vocational instructor training*
School of educlItio7

Parent training:

410

State total (excluding SEA grants): 141

29,779

$21,528,750

c.

*Authorized under the' bilingual. vocational instruction provisions of the

Vocational Education Act.

,

State legislation. New York has state legislation and regulations

requiring local school systems to provide 'bilingual education to LEP

students underIcertain circumstances and also hail two state=lunded

programs of assistance.to LEAs that comply with the state educational k

service requirements for LEP students.

Section 3204 of the New York Slate Education Law, as amended by

Chapter 827 of the Laws of 1982, requires LEAs receiving LEP aid to

provide a program of bilingual education on ESL, in accordance. with

standards established by the Commissioner. Participating LEAs &1st

measure each LEP student's proficiency in English to .determine the

t.student's further participation in the program.
.

'a
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'Part J54 of the Regulations of the Commissioner establishes

standards for bilingual educationland ESL programs. In school buildings

with 20 or mord LEP students of the same native languge at the same

grade level, a program of bilingual education must be provided. In

'school buildings with less than 20 LEP students at the same grade level,

a program of ESL must be provided. Districts are reqUired to submit

comprehensive plans to the department that (a) specify the instructional

services to 'be provided; <b) provide for the coordination of local,

state, and federal funds; 140 provide evidence that instruction is

provided by personne4 holding the appropriate certification; and (d)

provide any other information required by" the Commissioner relative to

the planning, adminiihration, funding, or evaluation of the, program.

Part 80.9 and 80.10 of the Regulations of the Commissioner 'of

Education establish standards for bilingual education and English as a

secdnd language teachers.

LEP aid is provided to school_ districts with programs, approved

under Part 154 of the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education.

During the 1983-84 school year 177 school districts received $4,930,086,

based on a weighted aid fOrmula. In April, 1984, the state legislatxe

enacted legislation doubling the weighted aid formula. It is projeCtid

that as a result. school districts within the state will receive

$10,585,782 in school year 1984-85:.

State bilingual catelgorict4 aid,
received 4y' 173 school districts and

training centers .for programs 'serving

1983-84.

amounting to $1,905,732, was
oe

four technical assistance and

LEP. students in school year

State special legislative projects were provided,for school dig-

Aricts and nopprOit organizations conducting programs for LEP students,

rgo.grams for immigrant students, and innovative Aecond language programs

for LEP and non-LEP stVenii. 'hese projects typically receive funds

totaling $500,000-800,000.
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II. Resources of SEA Bilingual Office

otal amount for o erations of bilin al office. Based on'

inforMation provided ty the'Bureau of Bilingual Education, .we estimate

that the'hlread14 total operating budget for the 198344 school year is

approXimately .$1.541 'million. This amount reflects funds from. the

sources listed in Table 7.

Table 7
c

Funding for the Bureau of. Bilingual Education

Source Amount

Title VII SEA4grant 861,314

Title VII SEA training grant 111,744

Title IV Civil Rights-Att.SEA grant 236,497

New York Office of Vocational Rehabilitation funds : .115,142
,

State general funds* 100,000 approx.

ECIA Chapter 1 migrant, _funds 146,107

Total: $1,424,697

*This amount pays for the salaries, of the Bureau Chief and one

..secretary, with associated fringe benefits.

J..
s,-t-

.1

New' York's Title. VII SEA grant for school. year 1982-83 was

$975039; for school year 1981-82,.. the Title SEA grant was $823,323.

Spending constraints. Since April, 1983, a hiring freeze has been,

in effect throughout the SEA. The freeze prohibits any hiring to fill

positions left vacant by resignation or transfer. It applies to
.

.,/

positions funde*under federalgrantis as well as state-funded positions.
.

.

q ,

. .

Although there is no current freeze on ,staff travel, the state
,--..

K

regularly. requires its staff to use ]and-basedtravel prAistances of

150 miles or less. jcause New York City is less than 15O miles from

Albany, SEA staff mu travel by bus, train, or, car between:Albany and

New York City.

a.
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Staffing. The Bureau of Bilingual Education is composed of 21

professional. staff members and 10 support staff, all of whom are

full-time. employees. Among the eta& members, two are Ph.D.'s, and

eight are doctoral candidates. All professional employees have master's

degrees. All Bureau employees are fluent in English, 14 are fluent in

Spaniph, and two are fluent in French. For each of the following

languages,' there is at least one employee who is fluent: Cantonese,

Greek, Italian, Haitian- Creole, and Mohawk. All 21 professional

emplOyees are certified teachers with teaching experience in LEAs:

Several also hays experience in the- provision of teacher- gaining.

Because of the size of the Bureau .staff, its internal organization

is important to a considerttion of Bureau operations. The staff offices

report directly to the Bureau Chief, the Bureau' is divided into four

regional offices, with headquarters in'Albany, western New 'York, Long

Island, and New York City.:- (The Albany regional office is located in

the same location a. the main Bureau offices.) Bureau staff are based

in each of these offices, with the regional supervisors- comMUnicating

.regularly with the Buread Chief.: The geographic divisions monk the

four regional, offices reflect the demographic distribution of LEP

students .across the state. The Albany, western New York, and Long

Island regions each include 5,000 to 6,000 LEP students, and the New

York City region enrolls. 80,000 LEP students.

The Bureau has used its Title VII SEA training grant to improve. the

staff's familiarity with.- current. trends, practices, and research in

bilingual education and related areas. Under the grant, the.Bureau held

a one-week training. session. August. of 1983 in which staff workshops

Were conducted by bilingual ,education experts from fields .including

civil rights, and .educational pradtice. This session was attended also

by. personnel, from (other SEA offices that are involved with bilingual

education, including research, evaluation, and data collection. The

Bureau has also held training/information exchange sessions with

bilingual ditedtors from nearby states. Sessions are currently planned
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that will focUe on issues affecting students from Haiti, China, Central

America, and New York's Native-American reservations.

Staff development is also encouraged by 'sponsorship of strff

members to attend national and state conferences on bilingual education.

A final important aspect of the SEA': staffing for bilingual educe-,

tion is the Commissioner's Advisory Council on Bilingual Education. It

is appointed by the Comiissioner, and four times year it meets with

him 0. discuss statewide issues relevant to the education of LEP

Students. The expenses of this, 25-member group ($7,000 in the current

year) are paid by the Title VII fA grant. The Bureau Chief credits

this group with helping to keep bilingual education issues at. the

forefront of state-level decision making in education.

.

Organizational placement. Within the SEA, the Bureau of Bilingual

Education is part of the Division of Langi4ge Skills, which'. also

.
includes foreign language education and Allah and reading education.

This. division is placed under the. supervision of the fissistant

Commissioner, Office of General Education. That office reports to the

Deputy Commissioner, Office of Elementary, Secondary, and Continuing

Education, who in turn -reports to the Executive Deputy Commissioner and

Commissioner of Education.

.

III. Technical Assistance and-Information Dissemination to Districts

41!.
.Locai needs. In our interviews five local needs were consistentio

noted ,in the area of bilingual education. These :were: (a) language

skills assessment, (.b) program evaluation, (c) materials developient,

(d) education services for LEP students who are, handicapped, and! (e)

teacher training. These and other needs are discuieed below in; the

context of needi wItich the Title VII SEA grant may addr\res. so.

18
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Needs for which Title VII,grant maz coordinate assistance. In each

of the following activities, the New York SEA plays a major role:

1. Budget; and funding strategies for the time.wten federal grant.,_

phases out --The Bureau conducts several activities that 'are intended 'to

ad4ess LEA needs. in this area. First, it keeps LEAs apprised through'

memoranda and other mailings of sill. federal and state grant application

procedures., deadlines, ands other requirements... To support tAis *

activity, the SEA iiiintaine current mailing lists of all LEAs enrolling
. . .

LEP Students and of community organizations 'interested in ttmedudation

of LEP, students. 'Second, it provides information and. assistance to

private foundations interested in bilingual education and'other services

to LEP students (e.g., the foundation recently established by the. Coca

Cola Company to assist Hispanic 'education).
o

2. Project management --The Bureau conducts one to 046 statewide

.Title VII management conferences. annually. These conferences typically

include sessions on resource management, program evaluation, and other'

topics relevant to local Title VII Aervices. Regionsl service center

personnel from the BESCs, now the BEMSCI, attend these sessions and

describe opportunities available from other organizations.

3. Instructional 1 quality--When requests come in regarding

instructional improvement, the requests are routed to appropriate

language area specialists in the' Bureau (e.g., Spanish, Asian languages,.
-1

Haitian-Creole, etc.). As*appropriate, requests, are also referred o'

service centers that have particUlar areas of expertise.
o

4. Assessment and use of curriculum materialsLanguage area

specialists and service ce era are also us

lf;

5. Selection and use- of instruments' tb; measure language
4

proficiency--The Bureau coordinatesservices.provided by testing Amperts

`.from he state's Division of Educational Testing who assist on technical
4_

to address these \needs.
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matters related to student testing.. This unit has, for example,

developed Regents' Competency Tests in mathematics and writing in 26

languages. Despite the SEA's in74U i expertise, Bureau personnel said

that local districts eofperience con inning needs for high-quality

t

, ..

language assesement instruments in all languages.- "v.

6. Improvement in data gathering--In the New York' SEA, data

collection from LEAs is carried out by the SEA's.reeearch-and evaluation

offices.' When LEAs express needs in this area (e.g., in generating

counts of LEP students), they are referred to the personnel in the

appropriate state office.

Other needs. The following were identiflid as.other expressed

needs in which. the SEA plays an active role:'

1. Strategiesfor obtaining federal funds--As already noted, the -.

Bureau keeps Ws apprised of applic tiih requirements. and deadiiteS

through regular mailings.

2. Paperwork for Title VII or state funding--As noted previously,,

the Bureau holds periodic management,anferences at which assistance in.

, ,, ::.1.,

developing applications is provided-,:

11

3. Student achievement testing,. (seeda 'assessment, protram

evaluation As noted earlier, the Bureau often refers requests in thee).

areas to appropriate
\

state offices. Bureau personnel then follow up, as \

needed, to determine that adequate help has been provided. The Bureau

also loans testing materials to LEAs for their review. These materials

are acquired by the Bureau using their Title IV Civil Rights Actgrant

and then reviewed by Bu reau personnel and personnel from the 4EA testing.

office.

4. Personnel recruitment and screening The Bureau does little in

this area, except to pass along information about job.openings and lob

candidates. It performs no formal clearinghouse functions in" his area.



5. In-service training--The Bureau provides in-service training

workshops, {particularly. in the use of SEA-developed curricula

materials. Certain requestyor assistance in this area-to BEMSCs or

other assistance providers.

ik'
Other sources of assistance for LEA programs. The chief source of

assiatance is the BEMSC servftg New York. Several respondents said,
.41e:

however, that thst,HEMISC has not been as useful a resource as the BESC

because it. has noi'been'able to. respond'to local, needs in as flexible a

manner as/ was possible under the BESC structure due to contractual

changes. In addition, the BEMSC co4ractor, Hunter College, has not

inked with.bilingual.projects outside New York City before this year.

The SEA uses the National Origin. Desegregation.Assistance Center at

Columbia Teachers College from time to time.

B. Another source of assistance are the four state-funded technical
ii'

assistance. centers on bilingual education-that are operated at various

locations in the state.

How the SEA
1

provides assistance. Using the assistance capacity

created by the Bureau's large staff and the state's financial coall4ment

to bilingual education, the SEA is able to prOvide a, considerable *mount

of.assistance directly to LEAs, . withOuireferring assistance requests to

intermediate assistance pro4iders. This help is provided through a mix

of outreach and respon4 techniques, including visits to LEAs,. con-

ferenbes, newsletters', and telephone calls. According to information

provided by the Bureau, Bureau staff participated in 162 site visits to

LEAs during the..., 1983-84 program year. In addition; seven parent

conferences were held in locations around the state during this period,

and seven LEA technical assistance conferences were held.

How the SEA cArdinateg assistance with BEMSCS. In the past many ,

of the 'conferences held by the Bureau involved personnel from the



various bilingual-related service centers. Apparently, there has been

somewhat ,./less involvement by the BEMSC than by ire predecessor, the4

BESC, as dewcribed

/Nap,
7).

.Dissemin tion. The SEA disseminates is newsletter three times a

year to all LEAs in the state enrolling LEP students. The newsletter

reports on state-level' events relevant to bilingual education (e.g..,

implementation of new certification' :requirements for bilingual

education, development of Regents'. Competency...tests for speakers of

languages other. than Inglish) and national issues .g., proposed '
. .

amendments to Title VII). .The newsletter alsci, typica describes one

or two loCil bilingual education projects, in the state and describes

"success stories ". of LEP students who have! derived significant benefits

from their participation in ' bilingual education programs.

The SEA encourages the exchange of information between districts

_through .regional and statewide conferences and through the involvement

of the BOCES.

IV. Other. SEA Fundtions

Activities that Title VII authorizes SEAs to coordinate. In each

of the following areas, SEAs are authorized to coo dinate the activity,

as contrasted with coordinating assistance in the ctivity:

1. EvaluationThe Bureau is currently d veloping an evaluation

guide that. will authorize the .collection d 'reporting of local

evAUation.data that can be aggremed at the tateA.evel.

2. Information exchange.The SEA t

L
kes , an active role in

encouraging information exchange among L s, as described earlier,

through conferences,' workshopo, newsletters; and other mailinfl.

-82
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3. .Assessment-of:personnel training needs--The New York SEA refers
i1-*

most.persons with needs in this area to A service center0r.to their

BOCES. However, when the state launches- a new academicAnitiative

relevant_ to LEP-itudents, such Am the state's new ESL curriculum, the
ca

Bureau sponsors traintng.workshops around the state.

Monitoring. the. past year, the Bureau conducted 58 prOgram

review visit's and participated in 39. high school registration. visits.

'The program Feview visits .Mere. conducted chiefly for the purpose 'ulf

monitoring Ms' compliance with Chapter 827 and CR Part 154.'.

'addition, site visitors examined programmatic aspects of bilingual
9

.

services and offered, suggestions for. technical' assistance gr other
. .

improvements as._ necessary. For districts with Title. VII'gwants, site

visitors also reviewed LEAs' implementAion of their ,Title VII .

programs. Bureau staff said that they typically review each Title VII

project in its first year of operation and visitprojests.periodically

thereafter.
Nu-

In. New York, the gkA reviews each high schwa in the''. state every

five years' to assess. compliance with state edtfcational and idminis.1,

'Arative'.standards. For high schools with significant LEP enrollments,

the high school'registration office in the SEA arranges for .a Bureau.

-staff member to participate is ths.team visits to assess Chapter 827:and.

'CR Part.154 compliance and for other. purposes. In NOW York City, a

Bureau staff member participates in all high school registration visits:

-
.

for too types of monitoring visits, Bureau staff .report that they

typically end the visit with an exit interview with the'LEA superinten-
.

denn.. They then -Send a letter to the, LEA reiterating the main con -

clusions of the monitoring .visit and. offering 'appropriate forms of

technical assistance.' Following the letter, bureau staff generally call'
.

the LEA to determine *ether there are questions .about the Bureau's

conclusions and' suggestions.. In- some instancei a follow'-up visit is

Conducted later in the year.

k.
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Data gathering. The New York SEA collects data from all districts

.regarding.the enrollmpnt of LEP students and of students who are members'

of national origin minority groups. Data are also collected on the

services available to .LEP students. This data collection activity is

part, of the Basic Education Data System, and ttf is implemented by the

SEA's Bureau of' Educational Data Systems. The 'Bureau of Bilingual%

Education uses these data but has no direct responsibility for

collecting them.

Research. The SEA is'currently starting up a large in-house study

of the implementation of services toLEP students statewide.0,To address

this question, a large sample of LEAs will be visited to determinehow

their services to LEP students are blAng implemented and whether local

efforts have been effective in improving the Eng profidiency and-.

academia achievement of the LEP students. The SEA's search office is

directing this study, -with, assistance provided by the Bureau of

Bilingual Education:.
0

Review of Title VII appliietions prior to submission to ED. The

Bureau has an elaborate system for reviewing and commenting on Title VII

applications. The system includes (a) notification to tEAs of 'deadlines

for submission of applications to the SEA and then'to OBEMLA, (b)

workshops 'to. assist LEAs in preparing their applications! (c) systematic

screening and review of applications in Albany, (d) communication of

suggestions to applicants on strengthenies their'appIications,-and (e)

receipt of the revised7applications at the same time that they are

forwarded to OBEMLA. Last year the Bureau received-100 applications' for

review froiLEAs and institutions of higher education.
NI

Dissemination of information on bilingual certification require-

ments. New Yosk recently implemented certificatiqn: requirements in

bilingual education and in EgL. In its annual.conference for Title

VII -funded-inatitutiont.of higher. education, Bureau' personnel discussed

e implementation of these rOuirements, including thenew procedures

'4

'84 ,
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for assessment of the language ,proficiency of .teacher candidates. In

addition, the Bureau also sent" out seyeral mailings on the new cartifi-

cation requirements to 41 LEA. enrolling LEP students. Bureau.
i

staff

,members routinely respond to- questions Concerning bilingual education

and-ESL certification

-V. Perceived Results

Most and least effective activities. The Bureau Chief said that

the most important accomplishment of the Bureau has been its success in

achieving what she termed institutionalized changes on behalf of LEP

students. Along these changes' she included the statewide service

mandate for LEP students, qhe funding formpla that aids LEAs enrolling

up students, and the certification

the _ Bureau has played alluseful

improvements.

requireients. It was 'reported that

role in achieving these statewide'

.The Bureau has been least effective in its Title VII monitoring,

according to th% interviewee. The Bureau Chief attributes this to the

lack of authority,given to StAs under Title VII. Because the SEA has no

mechanism to require LEAs to implement changes in their Title VII

programs, it cannot require LEAs to improve their programs or even to

implement their programs in accordance with their applications.

: Evaluative information available on activities. The Bureau

not conduct evairtions of its own activities.

4\

VI. Priorities, Treads, and Needs

den

Recent. trends. 'Recent trend's are described below under (1) SEA

activities, (2) SEA. capacity, (3) technical assistance resources,. and

(4) local needs.

rH 85 0'
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1. SEA :: activities --The Bureau of Bilingual Education is bkoming

Increasingly active in integrating its .initiatives with other offices- ca

.the SEA.'and in., participating in activities of other parts of the SEA.

The Bureiu Chief sees this coordination- asta way of making the needs of

LEP students litter understood by the larger ;station system. Over the

long run, she believes that this technique w 11 help make lcvices

'LEP students a higher pogiority, within the educational sYstem as a

114$

whole.

At present, for example, the Bure is working with the Office 'of

Education-of Children withqiandicapping Conditions to improve procedures

for the identification and assessment 'handicapping conditions among

LEP students. This is believed to be important because of the dual

problems of (a) inaccurately labeling LE students as handicapped when

their only.problem is lack of English;_., r icien and (b) failing to

identify actual, handicaps ?along LEP childr n beca of of inability to'

communicate wit the childj,

The Bureau (and the Executive Deputy Commissioner of Education) his

put a high priority on improving the evaluation of bilingual programs in

the state. Plans and activities to achieve this have involved the SEA's

evaluation office extensively.

'In the most ambitious of hese coordinated endeavors,. New York's

proposed "action plan" to improve elementary and secondary educatiori in

the state woulalink bilingual education and foreign language instruc-
.

tion more 'closely than before. Wider certain circumatanees, LEP

students and English-monolingual students would work together towards

dual-language proficiency. This new goal is described in New York as a

focus on "second-language learning" for all students.

a.

.2. SEA capacity -- -SBA, capacity in bilingual education' appears to

hy,,p remained relatively stable in recentlears..

O.

as
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3. Technical assistance resources .other than the SEA--Inthe view

f ,t of, Bureau personnel interviewed, these resour es have declined with the

change froggy BESC grants tcLBEM8C contracts.

4. Local needs--Not surprisingly, respondents varied in their

per eptions IF treads in local. needs. For example, the Executive Deputy.

Com4ssioner stressed the 'needs of LEP students living in isolated;

turf]. districe. Other .respondents stressed (a) parent, edudation and

involvement; f.b) services to LEP , students who are handicapped,

especially the training of teachers to work with such students; and (c)

access to high quality curriculum materials, especially at the secondary

level.

. Bureau respondents said that they should do more monitoring and

.provide more direct technical asstetance `to Title VII projects.

Bureau personnel believe the Title VII SEA.grantshould permit the

SEA to exercise greater supervidory authority over Pitle VII LEM

grantees. viral mechanisms` were suggested for achieving this, in-

cluding (a) ority for the SEA to disapprove Title VII applications,

and (b).SEA funding authority over a pdttion of the state's Title VII

% LEA funds. Suih authority would permit the SEA to 'exercise greater

to .achieve local Program improvement.

Title VII-related guidance' or assistance that would be helpful.

Bureau pers'onnel report that they work cooperatively with OBEMLA and

enjoy, very good relations with that office. However, they' receive no

feedback from OBEMLA regarding their'annualapOlication or their overall

.'performande..

4
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VIRGINIA SEA BILINGUAL EDUCATION plia

I. Background

Number of LEP. students. -Virginia SEA' personnel estimate that there

1 are 8,370 LEP students in the 'state enrolled in grades K-12. An

estimated 65% of this total is enrolled in grades K-7, and '733k is

enrolled in grades 8-12. Vietnamese is the language spoken by the

larges1 percentage (23.1% of the state's LEP students, followed by

Spanish (21%), Kor an, Cambodian, and Laotion. Overall, L
vt.

EP students

constitute less then 1%. of Virginia's total student enrollment in grades

K-12.

Data on the enrollment of LEP students are based on statewide

surveys that were conducted. in 1981 and 1982.. 10.4tough the 1981 and

1982 surveys were spe,ial data-collection efforts, the SEA regularly

monitors high sfhool enrollments of LEP students by revtewing annual.

reports of enrollments in ESL courses in grades 9-12, which are reported4

to the SEA along with all.other high school, course enrollmehtf61...

analogous procedures exist, howeVtc, for the reportihg of K -,8 course

enrollments. Based on recent.-trends in high school enrollments, the'

Associate Director Aor Langures expressed her unch that the state's

total LEP enrollment may have declined slightly since the 1982 survey

was condu6ted. .

//7-
Title VII granted in the state. At present there are four 'Title VII NA

4,4

grants operating in the statio other -thipf.the grant to the SEA:.

Arlington County Public Schools $ 92,095 Basic grant.

George Mason University 135,919 Training grant
31,548 Dean4s grant
95,392 Fellowship program

"Total Title. VII grant funds in Virginia, excluding the SEA grant, are

$354,954.
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Title .VII Service "Cantata.

Education lMultifunctional Support

located at Georgotow*Aniversity..

Bilingual Education-Service Center

The Title VII-funted Bilingual

Center. (BENSC) serving Virginia is

Georgetown also operat!4 the earlier

(BESC). that seryeirginia.

State legislation. Virginia has no state laws regarding

educational services to LErstudents. Its' current administrative policy

Le described in a memorandum sent by the Commonwealth's Superintendent.

of Public Instruction to all school ;systems on. February 6; 1981.. It

states: ,

It is importanS...for all local school ivisions

[districts] to respond to the needs of LE students

even though the numbs of students may be small..

These students should identified, and a program
,designed to provide instruction for them. Evidenbe

must be available to show that these students are

progressing as they should; A variety.,, of programs

in Virginia serve the needs of LEP students...ESL 1,

and bilingual education are. among the approaches

that you might consider, depending on your local

circumstances.

II. Resourcei of SEA Bilingual Office

' Funding. The Virginia SEA does not identify funds available

specifically for state activities om,behalf of LEP students. At our

'request, however, the Associate Director.Prepared a rough estimate of .

the SEA's total funding for these state activitids. Her estimate

approximately $17,000 for state activities for school year 1983-84.

With a Title VII grant of $4,723,, the SEA is thus allocating $12,300 in

state funds to the operations- of the office, excluding personnel

salaries. The state provides no earmarked funding to LEAs for' services

to LEP-students. .

a

The' SEA's Title VII grant for the 1982-83 school year was $23,596;

',in the 1981-82 school year,- the Title VII grant to the state was $9,400.

()
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Accarding to the _Associate Directors, the .state receives a small

grant under Title IV of Civil-Rights Act for the. -support of one

specialistintheareaofdeletegatigoUnatiOnal origin -minority*
.

.

students. The work of that specialist is not .coordinated with the

activities of the Office of ,;:Foreign Languages, ESL, and Bilingual

Education.

Spending constraints. At present there are no constraints

affecting the operations of the office. Although a hiring freeze is in

effect, the freeze' does not affect the office because it is already

staffed at full capacity, according to the respondent.

410

Staffing.: The office is staffed 11( the threeoirsons interviewed

and a secretary. The Associate Director estimates that they spend

approximately 10% of their time onesatters related to LEP students.

Thus, the-state has 0.3 FTE employee concerned with' LEPostudents (as

deriVect by multiplying three professional employees times fox time f0.
c?

each).

.

All three professional employees. have academic backgrounds in

foreign languige instruction. All three also. have long tenures in the

SEA (e.g., tpe empegiate. Director for Languages has been in.the SEA far

23 years and the Supervisors of Foreign Languages for 14 years each).

Each maintains mp-toi.date_ teaching certificates \in foreign language

instruction.

To build staff capacity, the SEA has provided summer leave to Staff.

members for relevant coursework. For example, one Supervisor of Foreign
6.

Languages recently took: summer courses in second language acquisition

and in computer-assisted instruction.
_ti

The' Office of Foreign Languages, WC, aneBilingual Education is

organizationally placed tunder. the Assistant : Superintendent for

Instruction.

.v.
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III., Technical Assistance and Information Dissemination to Districts

Local needs. According to, the persons interviewed, the most

important local needs are related to (a) tie diversity of. langu es.

spoken by LEP students in the state's LEAs, and .) e di ersed

location of many ,of the state's LEP students, with ny = enrolling

small numbers of LEP students.' Because of these factors, . -t of 'the.

districts that enroll LEP students are unableAo.create full asses of

LEP ,students. who speak the same home language. For s reason all the

stait's LEAs enrolling LEP students, except\Arlington, reli'on ESL

services rather than bilingual, education. Ohr Si* respondents stated

that no LEAs in the state exceptArlington were elig le tb apply for

Title .VII funds .because they .lacked the necessary concentration of
i

same-language LEP students. (Although not noted by SEA staff,.Fairfax

County also had sufficient .concentratiOne of LEP students for.bilingual

1
classes but lias chosen an 'ESL approach to their inetruction.)

)!''

\\
/ '.

The lack of local Title:A/II projects in the state means 'that:the

Virginia- SEA implements yeryfew.ofd!the Title VII activities that.it is

authorized to carrrout.: For the past several years, its'' slain Title VII
,

activity has been an annual conference on bilingual education and ESL

attended by LEA and nonpublic school representatives, university and
.

Title VII service center personnel, and parents; this conference is

described in subsequent sections of this report. The SEA has also

-supported the .development of certain materials identified as being

needed.by'LEAs.inthe state. Forexainple, in 1983, it commissioned the

dAvelopment and publication of A Guide for Educators of Vietnamese. LEP

Students (Harold ChuNceorge Mason University). This 'publication

appears to be of high quality and has reportedly been widely used,.

through6ut thestate..

.-/
,

In addition, the SEA'is active p helping-LEAs identify sources of

help and information related to/bilingual education and ESL inatru *tion.

These services are provided in an ongoing, iniormal fashiori, mainly

14)
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through regular telephone contacts with L t personnel responsible. for
Ni

services to,LEP students.
111.

The SEX is able to identity local needs for Orvices- to LEP

students through regular contact with LEA personnel 'and' through the

process for developing the agenda ',of the annual bilingual/ESL

conference. Several months before each year'i conference, the 'SEA

convenes a planniag.committee whose task is to identify areas in which.

technical ,assistance sessions are needed. The, committee is made up of

//LEA and nonpublic school personnel fromaround the state who work with

/ 4 LEP students _skid university peisonnel involved in, ESL and bilingual

teacher treintng programs. For the March, 1984 confirence, the, °

follOwing topics were identified by this stoup as important:: '

special education needs of LEP students;

teacher training for'services to LEP students who/ are handl.-

capped;,

ESL teaching techniques for use with adults;

assessment of ESL,materials;

,entry and
A

exit, proceduameolor'ESL students; and

use of microcomputers in ESL and bilingual,education.

. .

Workihop eessiOns on each of those topics were then planned for the

conference and subsequently carried out.

Needs for which the
4
SEA mat coordinate assistance. The Virginia

SEA 's work An areas such as budget strategies, project manegement,

instructional quality, curriculum,. ind language proficiency testing is

limited due to (a) there being' only one Title VII district in the state,

and (b) the fact that the. SEA bilingual staff members do not consider

themselves to be bilingual education experts. (All three are experts in

foreign language instruction.) The Ti le VII director in Arlifigon,

S1;
said that she doesn't rely on the staff' for assistance' on any

matters'related to the delivery of bilingual, education services becauSe

93
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she is so close to other soUrCis of assistance (including the G orgetown
.10

BEMSC, George Masoin University, and the National CietringhOUee for

Bilingual Educatioh); She% said. that the SEA had levertheltiss been

helpful and interested in the Arlington .program- and.had, for. lexamP41,

set up .opportunities for personnel from other Virginia LEAs -'o vii

IIArlington and observe their instructional programs for LEP stude ts.

From its contact with non-Title .VII distriCts the SEA repo s local

needs for improVed measurement of student language skills, th. for

placement and assessment purposes. This need is felt primarily in

languages other than Spanish. When LEA. contact the SEA to express

needs' in thiltarea,.the.,,BEA generally puts thenviiirtouch kith either'

Arlington County or Fair4x County LEAs or the Georgetown BEMSC.

Other needs: The Virginia SEA's activities related. to federal

funding are minimal because there are no LEAs in the state with

sufficient concentrations of LEP students teapply fot Title VII funds,

except Arlington and.Fairfax Counties.

The annual conference providei opportunities for LEA* to- learn

about new approaches torih-service training of ESL staff. These new

approaches come from other LEAs and from universities (especiallyGeorge

Mason University) that( are. involved in HSI. and bilingual services. 9

.Sources of assistance. SEA personnel said that the Georgetown BESC

had.been the main-source to which they had directed LEAs.in need of

technical assistance. However, they hdve not been able- to make the same

use of the BEMSC (even though it is staffed With the "same persons).

Theysiid that, from their perspective, the tranditiaM.ftrom BESC grants

to BEMSC contracts had created much more "red. tape' and.had curtailed

the service.):enteeiwbilityito respond to local eeds in a flexible

manner.

lt
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1 SEkstaff said they rarely used sear/ices available from the Leslie ,

College ERAC.' They said that other sources, such as Georgetown and

.NCBE, webs used idsteact.used
P

*
d

. I
.

. _.
How 4the SM.-pro/04es assistance. The Virginia SEA provides

. /

*t nce primer/4'. thrOugh its annual bilingual education/ESL

ncetang!throush its publications.' For the 1984 conference, ZS
:a
.01114aolits,' 1.3 institutions of higher education, and 5 private
..,v. ..

ticihsiaginties sent representatives to. the two-day series of
,

.

Ape and meetings. A total of 240 persons participated in the
7..,,

trence. '

6 .i

A

-The.: SEA\ conducts very few lite visits .to assist or review

lingual/ESL ojects. Although they intend/ to visit five or. six LEAs

..pAr ye#,'they d not visited any during the 1983-84 school year up to

'kul
the time of our February visit. They have not visited the

/

Arlington

Countyproject'141i:reor-six years. In their. travels throughout the

state in conn tion'Oith foreign-language instruction, however, they

:soketimee ape part of: their visitation'. time discuising'LEP-related.

prOblem* and -p g with) administrator*. On several occasions the SEA

has also pro ids financial assiatinde to Arlington County for the

'development of.cu riculum4elated/materials.

How the SEA 'coordinates assistance. The VirginiaSEA personnel

'statedtheir belief that the annual conference has been effective in

building an active network among LEAs, universities,, and service

centers. Through this network, LEAs* learn Who can provide various types

of help. ,The Arlington Title VII Program Director confirmed to us that

the conference has been effective in this. way.

The Title VII Director also reported that the Virginia SEA had

facilitated her efickos 'to obtain tiohni41 assistance by paying her

registration fees to Iii tional conferences, such as those of the National

Association far Bilingnal. Education- and ,k3e- onal association for

Teachers of English aa,aSecond Language.

\
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Dissemination of information. The SEA does not send out a

newsletter on bilingual education/ESL. It sends a memo to all school
i

v systems each year extending invitations ti the annual bilingual/ESL

conference.

IV. Other SEA Frictions

Activities that Title' VII authorize SEAS to Coordinate. The

following four- activities were ment one y the SEA personnel inter-
,

viewed:*

1.'EvalUation--SEA personnel noted this as an area of local need.

However, it is not being explicitly addressed by the SEA.

ie
2. Information exchange/4-th area is'addressed through the annual

Conference, publications, aid reg ar contact with. LEA personnel.

3. Selection and use of instruments to measure language

proficiency --this area is not addressed directly by SEA staff.. LEAs

)1aving questions or p oblems in this area are referred to. the Georgetown

BEASC and to Arlingt n and Fairfax County LEAs.

`'4. Assessment of personnel. training needs --this area is not

addressed directly by SEA staff. ,LEAs having questions or problems in

de this area are referred to the Georgetown BEMSC.

Monitoring: The SEA does not conduct, any monitoring related to

Title VII grants to LEAs or institutions of higher education.

Data gathering. The SEA's activities in this area are described on

the first page of,this case study report.

Review. of .Title. VII applications. The SEA sees its review of

Arlington's Title VII applications as an opportunity to facilitate Title
A

96
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-
VII funding for Arlington. The Title VI3\ Ptogra Director.confirled.

rthat view.

Dissemination of bilingual 'teacher . cerilficition requirements.

Virginia has ESL certification requirements but no requirements for

bilingual certification. The ESL requirements have been in place sin

1982 and have been widely disseminated in the state.

#
V. Perceived Results

\`--

Most and least effective activities. SEA personnel jddge th

most effective activity to be the 'annual conference.' 'They lso

expressed the belief that their SEA-sponsored publicatibns had bee very

effective. They 'judge their/ small. resource library on bi ingual,

education/ESL to be their lea t effective service. However, because

virtually no resources go into the operation or maintenanc- of the

library, there has been no n ed.to eliminate it. (Items in 'library

are donated by publishers, service centers, etc.)

Evaluative informat on on activities. The SEA as = all partic-

ipants in the annual inference to complete evaluation forms on the

conference. The form ks for information on most and east effectiye

parts of.. the confere ce and suggestions for future nferences. The

completed forms are hen analyzed to develop a summary valuation, which

is used by the c ference planning committee in sigtearNiwnext

year's conference.

(--...

A 'review /Of the 1.983 conference evaluati n summary. and 1984

con rence age da revealed that the latter did, i fact, resPond to many

sugg stions de regarding the 1983 conference.

In addition, the SEA includes an evaluat n form with all publica-

tions that.it,sends out, When returned, t se forms are reviewed and

'kept on file. .
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VI: Priorities, Trends, and.Needs.

Recent trends. SEA activities under Title .VII ha;/e changed

relatively little in recent ears. During years when the SEA Title' VII

grant has been larger, the SEA. has used its.added resources to-dis-

seminate informationakmaterials to ESL and bilingual educators around

the state. ,Those activities have been dropped during years when the

Title VII grant was email.' the SEA does not ?foresee any changes in its

activities for the next several .years.

47.t, t

As .seen die long tenures of the SEA bilingual/ESL staff, .there

has been no major change in SEA capacity in a number oeyears, except

that -obtained as the current SEA staff become more skilled and

Inowledgeable in bilingual/ESL services4 The sgA staff anticipate no

major change in their overall capacity in the immediate future:-
a

With the 'change from BESCs td BEMSCs, SEA personnel perceive a

4

significant reduction in the technical assistance resources available in

the spate. This change is believed to result from the loss of flexi-

bility that existed under the BESC grant structure. SEA personnel

expresse0 their regret regarding this chinge and said it would impede

LEAs' ability to address unexpected .difficulty in their provision of

bilingual/ESL services.

Needs. The SEA sees the largest new local needs as those imposed'

by the influx of illiterate immigrants into the state's0LEAs. The needs

of these studehts are different from and generally greaterthan_those of

foreign students who arrive in U.S.-sthools with reading -:and writing
a

abilities in their home languages. Although most',.of .these students

entlering the tate enroll-in Northern Virginia's J.EAs,.A.few enroll iii

other Virginia LEAs.

The only activity that the respondents thought the SEA should do

more. of was to improve the SE4's ability to link LEAs with assistance

4



providers such as -the BEMSC. The factor impeding the SEA's current

ability to do this is the contractual limitations on the BEMSC's ability

to respond to LEA and SEA requests.

Title VIIrelated guidante or assistance that would -be helpful.

The SEA Associate Director for Languages expressed an interest_ in

receiving earlier notice, of OBEMLAsponsdred meetings for SEA persocinef:

V,
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I. Bac aground
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V.

WASHINGTON SEA BILINGUAL EDUCATION OFFICE

NueOr of LEP students. ACcording to SEA personnel the total,

number f LEP students presently stands at 12,000. This number is

rising )11teadily.
4

J.

1'
T4 number of LEP students is derived from monthly counts :that LEAs

are rekuired.to submit to the. SEA. .However, the state's method of

fundin LEAs that provide services to,.LEPs is a significant factor in-

fluenq ng.LEP counts-. Between 1979, when the state bilingual edUcation1

legislPtion was enacted, 'and 1981 LEAs 'were reiMbursed on a per -.LEP

basis 0
*
In 1981, the state opted for block grants, thereby reducing the

incentive for LEAs to identify and keep accurate counts of LEP students.
v,

It wag estimated by SEA biliingual_ staff that as many as 4,000 LEP

students may not have been identified due to this loss of incentive.
:

Per-pupil expenditures for participants in bilingual education

programs were targeted at $400 prior to initiation of the block grant

program:. In actuality, they were usually somewhat lower than that.

Under the block grant program, LEAs had the flexibility to use their

funds as they saw fit. BecausP.of an influx of refugees, some districts

opted, for using their grants' for purposes other than foi bilingual

education. Currently, the state is under a court rder to fund basic

education programs "fully and adequately." This ruling has fOrced

bilingual education out of the block grant program and into reinstate-

ment as a categorical program.. While no official statement has been
4

issued as to what would constitute full and adequate funding of

bilingual education programs, 6Urrent legislative thinking was reported

to center on the figute of 4350 per pupil.

In acadeMic year 1984-85,' the state will returnto the old re-

imbursement system, and lt is anticipated that the LEP count will rise

4
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substantially. Of significanCewill be the added technical assistance

requirements to LEAs that this will imply.

Number andlipmount of state grants. In schoo' year 1983-84

Washington's SEA llillngual Education Office received. $50,274 under the

Title VII SEA Projects for Coordinating 'technical Assistance Program.

This f ure represents aliproximatly 4.85% of the total.amount of Title'

VII fund ng received by the state through a fellowship grant to the

University of Washington, a Dean's. Grant to Washington State University,

six Basic Title VII grants.to LEAs, and one LEA Demonstration grant. In

-school year 1982-83 the SEA-grant was $70,954, and in 1981-82 the amount

'totaled $75,140.
l)

Service Centers. The SEA coordinates technical assistance with
_

other Title VII-funded., support agencies. The setisc that currently.

o

serves Washington is located in Portland, Oregon. A National Indian

Bilingual Center located at Arizona State Univer4ity also serves

'Washington,. as well as the other 49 states and territories. Previously,

two BESCs provided technical assistance to Washington -one located at

the University of Washington in Seattle and the ocher headquartered in

Tacoma.

State legislation. In 1979, Washington enacted bilingual education

legislation which mandates that services be provided to all limited-

English-proficient students. The type of bilingual education program

that is specified is a transitional program with an ESL component.

Yearly evaluations of students are required and entry and exit criteria

are swified. Parental involvement is optional under Washington's

biligival education legislation.

II. Resources of the SEA Bilingual Education Office

The SEA's $50,274 Title VII grant pays for two-thirds of the

salaries of the Bilingual Education Program Director and a secretary.

1.
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The Bilingual Education Program Office benefits from the expertise and

services of'a bil.ingual consultant that lewfunded through Title.IV of

the Civil Rights Act: In addition, services. for LEP Students are coor-"

dinated with the EqUity Education Section. AccOrding to SEA. personnel,

resources for. bilingual education that supplement state funding come

from (a) the Migrant Education Section; (b)"Chapter 2 which allocates 5%

of its funds for bilingual education; and (c) Vocational Education. No

information was available regarding the =Oust of Chapter/ 1 money

designated for bilingual education. While $Z of Ch: oney is

generated by a' state's LEP student dount, districts are t required to

spend this money on LEP services.

Spending constraints. The state imposed a hiring freeze on the SEA

in 1980-81. Because of this, the State;Bilingual Education Office is
a.

currently underitaffed by one professional FTE. No solueton to this

problem is seen in tie' Uear.future,,and since the state is returning to

reimbursement rather \than
1

4
bilingual education fOnds,

assistance will increatke.

block giants as a means of disbursing state

it is expected that requests foktechnical

The SEA bilingual education director favors

the reimbursement systesOmcause more students will be served. HoWever,

.he is aware that no funds were set aside by the state for administration

of the program.
p

Staffing.. AtCmentioned in a previous section, 'the Bilingual Educa-

tion °fgte staff consists., of the director and one full -time secretary.

The director, who holds'an M.A. in Foreign Language Teaching, has. been

/04.SEA bilingual education director for eight years, and is bilingual

in Spanish'and English. He has taught Spanish, French, and Latin.in

this country, and ESL in Peru while on a Fulbright grant.

The office is assisted' by a bilingual- consultant, paid entirely

through Title IV. of the Civil Rights Act. The bilingual consultant has

a Ph.D., speaks English and.Spanish, and has .a working knowledge of

Filipino and Tagalog. He is an experienced teacher and administrator.
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-"The bilingual edu.cation office stresses staff development and'

encourages people to attend conferences Ana workshops whenever possible.

The office sponsors a. language and culture workshop once to - year to

acquaint state employees with current social issues affecting their

areas of responsibility. Topics covered in these workshops have

included minority learning ,styles, Pacific Rim Country inforMation,

Refugee Culture information, Stereotypes, an a variety of topics

dealing with'political issues in the third world. The office also

favors global education and is hoping the legislature will pass a bill,

presently under consideration, making, it part of the state-adopted

curriculum.

106

The State Bilingual Education Office is organizationally placed

under the'Office of Multicultural /Equity.Education, which is under the

Division of .Instructional Programs and Services. The direetor. is

satisfied with his office's organizational placement and 'feels the

functions of his office are articulated with other departments. He also

feels he receivesAthe administrative support hi needs to functioh well..

III. Technical Assistance and Information Dissemination

*. The telephone is the most commonly used channel for dissemination

of information. In the past the State Bilingual Education Office used

to produce a newsletter which was well received. Its publication was

discontinued, however, in compliance with a state mandate. Now the

Bilingual Education Office relies on contact people for information

dissemination at each of the 15 LEAs that have a.state or federal

bilingual education program. Communication. with these :individuals' is

usually via memo. There is currently a-state-siipported "general educe-.

tion" newspaper which has a readership of 75,000. Its utility as a

vehicle for bilingual education information dissemination is limited,

however, because, it is too broadly focused.. In sum, the. methods used

for dissemination of information, in aggregate, are adequate, if not

Program 'people 'feel that a 'focused bilingual education
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newsletter would help them communicate with educators and administrators

not directly involved in bilingual education.

.. ,

. Local needs. When asked about specific needs of LEAs,.the director

and the bilingual. consultant both cited the tremendous shortage of

lk

qualified teaching personne04 Altough LEAs ,are. said to recruit

vigorously, not enough teaching perso nel can be found in many.of.the

.languages spoken by recent immigrants and refugees.

The director of bilingual education fdr the state of Washington

brought up an argument that has been voiced elsewhere as well. /He noted

that the present administration is strongly advocating the notion of

capacity building through OBEMLA. The idea that one three-year grant

should suffice, however, fails to take into consideration a number of

realities such as transiency .of teachers and other professional

educators. It also overlooks the westward movement of refugees and

immigrants wha were originally placed inthe East, Midwest, and South.

It also ignores the crisis that arises when even one family with school-

age children- arrives in an LEA that has not previously encountered

students of the same language group. Each of these situations, the

director pointed out, is exacerbated by pollecY decisions at the federal

level that cause disruption in services. The recent change 'from BESCs-

to BEMSCs is a. case in point..

A

The director also voiced a need for research and the levelopment of

classroom materials in several Asian. languages, particularly Hmong. He

also felt that bilingual special education represented an important

problem area in which almost nothing has been done t date: There is a

need for trained personnel.to diagnose problems, for he.developmenc of
C.

appropriate test instruments to conduct the diagnosis, and a naed for

trained special education teachers to'teach LEPstudenti: At present

the state's legislation requires. that children- eligible rd1 receive

special education services be identified with a variety of tests. But

there are no known tests or qualified translators in many of the

1
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A V
students'_ languages. Thus, many students are not identified, and,

consequently, not served. A similar problem exists in tie area of

bilingual education for gifted students.

In general, the director of the Bilingual Education Office noted

that there was a need to provide technical assistance different from.

that which was prollided in earlier. years. While staff turnover in the

LEAs perpetuates a need for workshops on basic bilingual education

topics, there is an increasing but as-yet unmet need to cover more

sophisticated problem areas such as health, rape prevention, vocational

education, and computer-assisted. instruction as well. Some districts

are quite experienced in providing basic. bilingual education se ;vices,

Ibut their needs are now more advanced the Bilingual Education Office

needs to coordinate technidal assistance in these new areas'.

The SEA identified equity probleme, :not' only' across languages but

.among LEAs. 'Some LEAs have much higher per- pupil` expenditures. than

others and utilkze more resources. 'Thejore affluent districts are thus

in a position to proldi more sophisticated services to LEP students but

lack the technical expestise.to do so. This situation. highlights once

again the need fOr.1 at least-one more staff person in the 'Bilinguil

Education Office to provide/addiional technical assistance.

I

The needs mentioned above were derived from informal .needs
O

assessment conducted 'by the SEA via !frequent contact with the field.

The BEMSC presently in Portland, Oregon will be conducting a thorough-

formal.needs assessment.
1!

Nebeds.lcir which the SEA may coordinate .assistance. The SEA

provides awareness workshops informing LEAi that Title VII resources are

available to meet the needs of LEP students. It also provides technical

assistance in proposal writing. Each year, the SEA provides two bilin-

gual educition awareness workshops, one in the eastern...part of the state

and one in the western part of the state. Despite these workshops, the
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nbmber Of 'LEAs that actually request assistance'in proposal milting is

.Bilingual Education Office, staff presume that this situation

stems from the fact that OBEMLA.discourages multiple-language-+grams,

precisely the, type needed in -many Washington LEAs. Those LEAs .

presumablydeel that it would not% be Worth the effort to write 4

proposal having only a slim chance of, being funded.

.Evaluation. Both the director of. the Bilingual Education'Office

and the bilingual conAktant said that testing and evaluation are the

areas in whichthey have the least expertise. Conseqiiently.they provide.

little.techhical assistance in evaluation. Although there are efforts'

to ifiitiate i statewide evaluation system, 'it is not' seen as, a realistic.

goal for the near'hiture.

Project management and instruction. "According tolEA perbOnnei,

the Bilingual Education Office-asdiste
r

areas euch4as instruction,

management, materials development and materials selection. For ekample,

the SEA has .developed approximately 67 resource materials in many

languages and under a variety of. topics: The SEA responds to requests.

for materials from LEAs and even other''SEAs. ) When the SEA is itself

unable to provide the requested assistance, it places the requesting. LEA
4

in touch with other LEAs'or support services that can provide the

assistance.(e.g., the NCBE and the BEMSC).

Sources of assistance. Washington SEA personnel report 'that

cooperation among SEAs was good. California was singled out 'as being

very helpful IA concrete ways, while New York was singled out for

political leadership. .The Texas "EA was also mentioned as being

helpful, As was the EDAC in Dallas, Texas. Louisiana's SEA as well as

the Service, Center in Massachusetts Were also credited for assibtance

rendered.

The EDAC serving thee Washington area was not seen as particularly

\helpful nor.was the Indian Center located in Arizona.' This latter
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center, it was said, would not be able to 'meet the needs of the SEA,

because of geographical constraints as'well as the vast heterogeneity" of

Indian populations. The needs are too many and too varied. It waEk
..

pointed out that 3e needs of the Indians do not fit the bilingual.

education mold since most-are fluent English speakers.

The National Clearinghouse for Bilingual. Education was viewed as

helpful, particularly fir specialized -resource "packages," bilin-

The Kansas Refugee. Center was identified as

useful, especially for materials on certain subjects like adult ESL or

ESL for elementary education. The NODAC was. also mentioned as being

helpful:

Some problems with the operational 'procedure of the BEMSC in

Portland, Oregon, were noted. Althpugh the staff of this center is held

in high regard,.the services piovided have been restricted because ir

the.new contractual arrangement. Under the new system, if unforeseen

needs arise, a-contrsct modificatiOninust be negotiated before services'

can be The kind of flexibility afforded by the previous

system enabled the service. centers to be more responsive. According to

dmaApeople interviewed, the BEMSC's activities have been reduced in

number and scope. ere is hope that this will change since-BEMSCs are

in their first,y e of operatiOn...4 However, there .ate structural and

administrative matters that could restrict the role BEMSCs will play.

Locally, the SEA seeks .assistance from .local -Colleges and

universities in areas such as research and eValuation. IHEs are also a

good source for specialized consultants in a variety of fields and

topics. -Additionally, the,SEA has good rapport- and credibility:with

.various, local ethnic organizations. A reason mentioned for the good

working relationship was' the fact that the SEA has common. interests' with

these organizationsparticularly the Commission on Asian American'

Affairs, the Hispanic ..Affairs. Commission, and the Commission for Indian

Affairs.

p
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How the SEAO)rovides assistance. The-SEA relies heavily'Onthe use

of the telephone for technical assistance, and LEAs And the SEA'have

access to a Watts line fo'r' this purpose. LEAs that have a state.

:bilingual.,program are visited at'least- once each,yearwhile Title VII

.

'programs are 'visited twice. Since ;''the state's educational system is

4XvideCAnto nine educational' service districts (ESD), 'the director has

an efficient'communication system,with contact people in all ESDs that

have bilingual education programs.

-'The SEA also provides assistance thrOugh workshops and conferences;

SEA personnel reported that such activities are 'well attended by LEA

personnel. Workshops have been provided in testing and'assessment for

identification of project students; new state legal requirements, ESL

teachi techniques; and exposure to the values, educational baCkground,-

'and learning styles-of new refugees.

The SEA encourages LEAs 'to exchange Information and often acts as

"brokee'between two ..'or .more LEAs.. Each year (except this one) LEAs

having bilingual education programs organiie, a leadership conference to

exchange information. This year, the BEMSC will host 4 'Oilier

conference for LEAs.

III. Other SEA' Functions

Activities that Title VII Authorizes the SEA to Coordinate

Evaluation and assessment. It wad' mentioned earlier that the SEA

sees itself as lacking expertise in the area of evaluation and assess-

ment. Therefore, the SEA. usually directs LEAs requesting technical

assistance to the BEMSC orlto universiti46: The director mentioned that

the in evaluation usually, provided through 'Title VII is not

enough.. Merely presenting evaluation models to LEAS without specific

guidelines and direct technical assistance is insufficient. It'wassaid

that much-ftre effort and guidance is needed from OBEMLA in this. area.

4
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Data gathering and research., The SEA condticts very limited data.

gathering activities; no .- research is ptesently being conducted. This is

due to the limited resources of the office and not to a lack of need for

these activities. Research done in recent years has included a follow,-

,up of bilingual high school graduates. The findings of this research

concluded that .a disproportionate number of bilingual students were

being p,laced in, reMedial.courses in community colleges. 4

i
Review of Title VII app i

's
cations. Another activity in which the

SEA ii.engaged is reviewing t applications of LEAs who apply for Title
. ..

VII funds. This is aroutine activity despite the fact that deadliness -

. °

imposed by the federal government cause some scheduling hardsh3,p&at

times. A recent Inspector General audit criticized the' SEA for riot

providing OBEMLA with written evaluations of the applications that.wert
r

reviewed. The state, and now OBEMLA, have conceded-that the auditots

were wrong in expecting states to provide 'such information to the

federal government, however. This is not a requirement according-to the

regulation's governing SEA Title VII-grants.

V. Perceived. Results

Most and mast effective activities. According to the

interviewees, the legislative efforts undertaken by the SEA during thee

1176-79 period were it1s most signlficant contribution,. Bilingual

education in the stag of Washington has been institutionalized because
.

of a state mandate. This has red to bilingual education being an

integral part of the state's curriculum, with a state office to oversee

its operation.

.

Other perceived results of the SEA's abilities include a plarcfor

coordination of technical assistance, a resource library which includes

many- resource materials _available to LEAs free' of charge, and the

technical assistance provided to refugee programs.

O
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The SEA sees itself :'as being, least effective: in providing

specialized technical _assistance 'to. LEAs, AtiLtimes.geography works
A

against the office's. efforts since staff are unaOle to pro'ide workshops

for longer"than onehalf day to one day. The BEMSC.is not seen aq the'

solution to this 'problem beCause Of the cOntractu4 constraints

mentioned earlier and because.of the

examplethe Wks and ^the SEA have

need but..the BMOC may not have the

this area.

difference in perceived need: For

I entitled special education ,'as a

elriise or resources, to assist in
#

p

Another related problem is having to -lie a generalist in providing 4

technical assistance since-there are.many' areas of ..need. The State

Bilingual Education Office only has one fulltime profissional staff..

person a though it uses a. consultant from the -refugee program '..as

mentioned arlier. Although .both are 'quite competent, their: areas Ot.'

expertise do not encompass all the needs of the 115' LEAs that have state

. or federal bilingaal education programs as well as those of LEAEith

LEP sdtdents but no program. The types 'of technical assistance

requested by this latter group can ,be' especially diverse including

-hygiene, cultural matters, or mply explaining the U.S. educational

system to nelgorefugees.

"nr. Priorities,.,.Trends, and Needs

Trends. The characteristics of Washington's student population has

been changing dramatically in recent-years. Lt was pointed out that of

the state's 300 LEAs, only 12 have no minorities now, as opposed to 175

in '1970. pe'state has 8,000 refugebe enrolled in schools, an increase

of'1,400 from 1981. The Asian student p pulation has increased by 93

in the 106'year%, and the Hispanic s udent poPulation is increasing

.at a rate of,about 3% a year.

:14000he,changes in student body composition riprisent different

-need's, tbitebYrequiring specialized administrators' who can respond to

.

.
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the assistance needed. The SEA hag been attempting.to keep pace with

this change.

Prioriiiei. Much:ftsbeen donp,to build capacity aisong LEAs,.but

lase restrictive policies,are needed from OBEMLA. The SEA's impression

is that OBEMLA's notion of capacity building is not well informed.

Placinva three-year limit on LEA grants may not.be reasonable if the

'LEA hias .undergone changes in its student body composition. Such changes

are likely to %quire additional and prolonged assistance. Making prior

grantees _ineligible for Title VII'.. grants is also unreasonable if

districts demonstrate dramatic changes.

What the SEA should'do'more of. When ed what the SEA should do

ovore.of, the -interviewee said that more data collection should be

`andertaken, e.g., student dropout issue. It was said that. this activity

could be greatly improved with the aid of new technological innovations

(e.g. ,"compUters).

The dissemination of information could be improved if the SEA were

zo reinstate the use of a newsletter. SEA personnel stated that LEA

superintendents, counegaiors and other administrative or resource people

t Should be informed about the changing needs and the resources available

to them. The education, newspaper presently being used for this purpose

is.not enough. P
1

4.
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What the1 SEA should do less'-of. When .asked what the SEA should do

less of, it was said that the SEA should do less hand-holding. That IS,

it shOuld fotus more on real, problems and providing lastinusolutions.
.

t
In other words, the .SEA would like to provide lore service to l stitu-

tienilizechangoi and to build capacity. They saw this-as-a ay of

utilizing their time more efficiently.

Guidance or assistants from OBEMLA. The SEA feels it needs more

direction from OBEMLA regarding programs for Native Americans. S1.nte

P
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there is emphasis in. bilingual 'education to uie the student's non-

English language for instructional purposes, education for the Native

American is consequently perplexing] to .many educators. Also, for the

same reason, it is lelt_that proportionally fewer Indian programs are,

funded by Title VII.

Communicition with OBEMLA in genera/ was judged to be good, and.

some OBEMLA staff members were seen as very helpful. However, OBEMLA as

a whole was perceived as avoiding dealing hea n with some problems

affecting the entire field of bilingual a cation. For example,

definitive policy decisions: and guidelines -me .thOught to be needed in

the area of bilingual education. evaluation. Native American bilingual

education was seen -as another issue requiring OBEMLA's leadership. The

issue of monitoring was also thought to be vague. More responsibility,

guidelines, and resources would be welcomed. It was felt that f4rther.

clarification is needed, delineating areas of responsibility for liEMSC.

and SEAs. Finally, it was said that at.times SEA's prioritile and

OBEMLA's priorities are not the same. This should be realized and

sufficient latitude should be allowed to accommodate each other's needs.
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WISCONSIN SEA BILINGUAL EDUCATION OFFICE

I. Background

Number of LEP atudents. According to a 1983 census undertaken by

the Department of Public Instruction, Wisconsin had 6,437 limited-

English-proficient students (K through 12) representing 62 language

groups. The four largest language groups are the Hispanics (3,406),.the

Hmongs (1,010), the Laotians (807), and thmOVietnamese (336).

Title VII grants in the state. The

received Title VII grants in 1982t83 were

and Madison. In 1983-84, Watertown began

while Madison was no longer funded, haying

program participation in 1982-83. The othe

Title VII grants.

four LEAs in Wisconsin' that

.Kasheni,: Oneida,,,,. Sheboygan,

a threel-year Titie.VII grant

completed Atsitbird year of

r three sites coptfinued their

The SEA received a Title VII grant of $22,639 in 1982-83 to coor-

dinatettechnical Aiiistance to the LEAs. The 1982 grant was $29,438,0

The 1983 fiscal year was'also in the final year of a three-yearhree-year Title

VII grant to train SEA:staff "regarding the linguistic and cultural

characteristics of.LEP students in Wisconsin and to familia4ize.them.

with the types of educational programs which are most suitable to serve

such students." This grant provided $35,000 for 1983-84.

Title VII service centers. In coordinating technical assistance to

the LEA*, Bilingual Program perionnel:in.the Wisconsin SEA have worked

:closely with the Bilingual EduCaticon Multifunctional.Support Center

(BEMSC) in Arlington Heights, Illinois. This is basically the lama

organization' that served Wisconsin earlier as a Bilingual Education

Service Center (BESC). The Wisconsin office also works cooperatively

with the Mid-West National Origin Desegregation Assistance Center at the

University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee.
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State legislation. Wisconsin's bilingual education legislation.was

enacted in 1976. it requires th t any school which has 10 or more LEP/

students representing a single la guage group in.grades K through three

or 20 or mare in either grades fou through eight or nine through twelve

provide a transitional bilingual ducation program to those/students

using a state-licensed bilingual t acher. The law also requires that.

bilingual counselors be made available at the high school level. The

bilingual education teacher licensing requirements include proficiency

in both English and the target'langUage and1,24 semester credits beyond

the regular Wisconsin teaching license. Thi1 coursework must include

study of bilingual education theory, methods, lied' models as well as of

the target culture.

The legislativ mandate requiring the use of licensed bilingual

teachers .cannot a$ways be met because qualified teachers with the

appropriate language background 'simply do' not exist ---at' least.. in the

required numbers. The problem is exacerbated bY.the fact that IHEs in

the state do not offer bilingual teachertraining programs in several of

the needed languages. along is a particular problem. There is only one

licensed among teacher in the state and no Hmong teacher training

programsyet there are over a thousand LEP Hmong students enrolled-in

the public school-system in 13 school districts spread over the entire

state.

Where appropriately qualified teachers 'calga be found; ESL

teachers and regular teachers can be given one-year provisional

licenses. These licenses cannot be renewed, however, unless the

recipients complete six credits toward their certification requirement.

Unfortunately there are no teacher traini,ng programs'in. the state that

offer the necessary courses. Thus, the requirement of completing six

semester credits per year towards the renewal of the temporary license

has been .consistently.-waived since 1982. Trying to establish the

much-needed programs that provide. the appropriate coursework for

teacheis is one-focus of the SEA staff..

As
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II. Resources of SEA' Bilingual Office.

,' Organizational placement. The Wisconsin Department of Public

Instruction is organized into five divisions. Responsibility for bilin-

gual education falls within the Division for Instructional' Services.

The Bilingual Education Program Office is .part of the Special Needs

, Section within the Bureau for Program Development--one. of the foUr.

bureaus within the Division for Instructional Services.

' Staffing. The Bilingual Education Program staff consists of two

persona one professional, the State Supervisor of Bilingual Education,

and one paraprofessional, a Program Assistant. These individuals

collaborate with the Migrant Program Office staff (also part of the

Special Needs Section) whenever joint workshops,' in- service training

sessions, etc.- are appropriate. They also work With the Second Language

Education Consultant (from the Curriculum Development Section of the

Bureau. for Program Development) and frequently make use of materials

developed under the auspices of that individual.

The Bilingual.Oucation Program :Supervisor holds a master's degree

in Education and hasstudied administration, bilingual education, and

counseling. He had four years experience as Director of 'a local

bilingual program prior to assuming his position with the SEA. He is

bilingual in Spanish and English, and is the current president of the

Wisconsin Association of Bilingual Education (WIABE).
.

The Second Langdage Education Supervisor holds a Ph.D. in Foreign

Language Education and speaks German and Spanish. He has been active An

foreign language education for many years as a consultant, writer, and

peat president of the American Council of Teachers of I?oreign Languages.

He represented the SEA in the passage of the bilingual educatiO

legislation and coordinated the.state's' Title VI/ program from 1976 to

1982.
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The Bilingual.Education Program Assidtant is bilingual in English

and Spanish and has wotked with Title VII since 1979, . She also has

experience.in community educarAon, Indian education, and Chapter 1. Her

role involves gathering and reporting census data, assisting 41.1n the

planning of the WIABE conference,. reviewing LEA reimbursement claimS,

sending information to districts upon requegt, and clerical tasks.

Support services. such as. word processing are available v3' the

Bilingual Program Staff. but are not an integra4 part of the Bilingual
.

.

PiogramOffice.

Funding. The one professional position within the Bilingual

Program Office is funded entirely -out. .of state- General Program

Revenues. Half of the paraprofessional position is currently funded

through- the Title VII Technical Assistance grant and the other Atalk

through the Title VII SEA staff training grant. In the abs nce of,such

I

grants, that position would also be funded out of state Gen rat Program

Resources.

The state also supplies.ceneral Program Resource4 monies for both

local and out-of-state travel and for supplies, mailings, conferences,

etc. The amount of funds available appears to be adequate for the staff

.to carry out all theip current state-related responsibilities in an

efficient and effective manner. They did express concern4.howeveri that
.

their Title VII funding was not adequate to enable theetikwork as much.-

as would be desirable with districts that would qualify for-and benefit

from Title VII grants. There are apparently several such districts that

have failed to apply simply because they are intimidated by the grant

application procedure.

II/. Technical Assistance ,and Information Dissemination

Local needs. Needs assessment 'in Wisconsin appears to be.handled

primarily in an informal manner. Although there is a statewide census
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every year that.defines t e number of LEP students by language group,

grade level placement, and district, bilingual programs can be funded by

the state only where cuff cient numbers of eligible students are found.

A large number of telephone requests for materials, information, gr

in-service training come to the Suite Bilingual Education Program Office

from LEAs that do not have bilingual education programs, and' are not

eligible for state funding. Often these calls are triggered by the

enrollment of one or more YEP students in a distriCt that has had no

previous experience with LEPs oror'.ac least with LEPs of the' language

group represented by the new enrollee(4). Fortunately, -the SEA has'a

variety of materials that can be gent .to Such LEAs, as in-person

assistance is usually not feasible.. Workshops are conducted. period-

ically which are open to Staff from any LEA, but only those districts.

that receive state and/or federal bilingual education funding are

visited regularly.

The current tsSEA Bilingual' Program Supervisor has conducted two site

-visits per year to each SEA- and Title VII-funded bilingual education:

program in the.. state. For the SEA-funded programs, he has 'a. monitoring

as well as a technical assistance responsibility. According to

Misconsin's .interpfetationof Title VII legislation, the state has no

authority to monitor Title VII programs.
. -

The SEA Bilingual Program Supervisbr receives many requests for

technical assistance -and. responds to as many of them as he . can.
r

Frequently this assistance is provided during the course of site

visits. Simple requests can sometimes be handled.by telephone. Issues

of concern to many.LEAa often determine the focus cif. regional or

statewide conferences and/or workshops.

In cooperation .with the BEMSC, a series of seven regional.one-day

workshops were 'offered in 1483-64. The workshops are designed to meet

the.specitic language, cultural, and content 'needs of a particular

area'. For example, one offered in Milwaukee will focus on Hilo/I-11Jc

V
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concerns while the needs of among students will be addressed in the

northeast part of the stoke. 'Because the state hae diverse groups, the

structure of the workshops may differ. For example, for some tribal

groups, small-group instruction is not acceptable because of tribal

traditions.

WIABE Reets-Aannually; workshops are conducted in many areas.. These

and other workshops are often a combined effort of the SEA Bilingual

Education Program staff, M-NODAC; and the 'BEM staff. At the 1983

WIABE Conference, 21 different workshops were conductelkon topics that

included (a) imong/Uibtian Cultdre and Education, (b) Bilingual Class-

room Managiment and the Use of Paraprofessional Aides, (c) domputers and

Their dle for Inseru41on with Bilingual/ESL Students, (d) Implementa-

tion of Irograms fortiP.Students with Special Educational. Needs, (e) A

Multicultd01 Approach to Creative Writing, (f) Competency-Based Testing.

or Limited-English-Proficient Students, and (g) Is the Principal

Responsible? The Bilingual Program as an Integral Part of the Total

School. Some.of these workshop offerings were coordinated-by the SEA

and/or BEMSC and conducted by staff members of one of the University of

Visa-nein campuses... LEA personnel also participated in conducting

several of the workshops.

Although the main emphasis of the workShops and other technical

assistance activities has been on the effective implementation of
: -

bilingual programs and. instructional strategies, training and direct

assistance relating to the preparation of Title VII grant applications.

has also been offered.by the SEA Bilingual Education Program Office,.

One of 'the major goals of the Bilingual Superviior fp to convince

eligible districts to apply for Title VII funds. Therefor'', each year a
A

workshop is rad to discuss-the application. procese for' Title ..VII
.4

grants.' Only one district applied .fdr-fUnding, last .year and that

district was awarded a grant. This. year's workshop, was a cooperative

effort of Wisconsini'Iilinois,.and Indiana (withthe assistance of the

Arlington Heights, XL, BEMSC). Thirty LEAs attended Those districts
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that decide to write for. Title VII funds will receive assistance from

the Bilingual Supervisor.. In addition, he assists districts that ace

newly eligible for 'state funding to develop a service plan. Approx-

imately one new district. per year becomes eligible.

Evaluation--other than proceris evaluation -has received very little

attention as has 'the selection and use of. language.proficiency'assess-

ment instruments. Generally,.English language proficiency Is simply

ranked on a four point scale. by "qualified personnel"(see section on

annual census below).

Under the SEA Training Grant a number of publications and video-

tapes have been produced. For example, a four-volume
i

series, entitled

Limited English Proficiency Students in Wisconsin: Cultural Background

and. Educational Needs, provides accurate, up-to-date, and practical

information on nine different ethnolinguistic groups. These items are

availableto state personnel and districts. This year, a one-day

workshop was offered to all interested school personnel on the char-0

acteristics:an&needs'of Hmong Students.
.

Sources of sesistande... As mentioned above, the SEA Bilingual Edu-
. 1 4'

pitiOn PrOktsm staff works closely and frequently with BEMSC pervennel . ,.11,

.
4 .

. . .. ,
1_, I$.,

Snd with .other groups.withinthe Department of Public Instruction. ."lite
.

Migeafit'Aducation Program occasionally shares in the planning and imple-
..,

mentatiod of- 'workshops and in-service training but; by virtue of a $1%2
.--

millitapter 1 Migrant grant that includes maintaining. a bilingual

. resOu
....-.:.,ii;

,
,

,c.

neanter, ,it provides substantial support in the acquisition and
,.;.::- . ,

AOSimpation.of materials. ,

.,; -,..,,, -
*'.. `). r ' , '

.:.;-.;: ',

..00 -'..,'Other agencies with ,which the SEA has worked cooperatively include-
3 - .! :). IA.( ... ' :

:--%..41 ''f:ilutimg-Aiaistance League, the local Hmong Mutual Assistance
-,\--..-vvi,..,..,......,,.'... ..

.

,. . sedietiOn, the Wisconsin .. Resettlement Assistance Office, ..and the

p

1,s

41

" ...-

Midwese'National -Origin Desegregation Assistilnce Center (NODAC) in
. .

Milwaukee.' The NODAC cosponsored the WIABE con rence, for example.

,'.
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. On .occasion, staff. from the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater have

provided free consulting.

(

The WiSconsin Department of 'Public Instruction Equal Educational

Opportunity Bureau (Title .IV of the Civil .Rights Act) has had an

increasing ,*ole in bilingual education. , The EEO Bureau actively

supported the 1983 WIABE Confirente by underwriting several consultants'

expenses and byProviding stipends and travel expenses for parents who

'assisted.

When help is needed, the Bilingual Education Program staff turn'

first to the BEMSC. Staff there are highly regarded, and there has besin

a long history of successful' collaborations. .The BEMSC has been used

more often than all of the other groups Combined, with very satisfactory

results.

This year, for the. first time, there is a contract' between the SEA

and the BEMSC that defines the nature and extent of the services the

BEMSC will proviL- This contract was an integral part of the BEMSC's

request'for funding. It had to be prepared long .before the SEA had.

acquired -a clear pitture of local needs and thus has .had ,to undergo,

major revisions.. The need to make changes in the contract before needed

services can 'be provided limits flexibility and the timelines with which.

the BEMSC can respond.

Dissemination of information. The SEA Bilingual Education Program

staff disseminates in a,reactive rather than a proactive manner.. Many

materials have been developed in 'tooth written and videotape formats.

Materials developed by the'Center for Applied jinguietics on'Indochinese

languages. and cultures are sent out in response to requests for help.

The program staff are aware of what materials are rqlevant to -what

needs. They select and -distrihute, whatever "they believe will be

Ahelpful. No newsletter or listing of recent *equitations is routinely.

i sent out. A mailing list is used, however, to disseMinate information
P

on the WIABCconferenqw and SEA-sponsored workshops.
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Information is. also disseminated during site visits and at logal,

Perhaps the most froductiva.;gional, and statewide workshops.
o

dissemination forum, however, is the, annual WIABE conference Which.is-.

well attended by bilingual ed4cators from. all parts of the state:. That.:

conference is cosponsored.by the SEA which uses both General PirtieraM.:':.'

Resources and Title VII, monies for the program.
4

IV. Other SEA Functions

Data gathering. Each year, as mandated by state

SEA Bilingual Education Program staff 'conducts a censtia 'of all LEP

students K through 12, in the state. Forms are sent out to every LEA

on .the first of 'ebruary, and districts .are required to respond by March

15 (although not all of them do): The districts report by school the

number of LEP students' enrolled broken down by: (a) grade level, ' (b)

primary language, and (c) their level of English language proficien10 as

assessed "with the assistance of qualified. perdonnel of the seine

linguistic background." The four levels of proficienty are as follows:

I.. Does not understand or speak English.

II. Understands simple sentences in 'English but speaks no English

except isolate: wordi or phrases.

III. Speaks English with hesitaneyand difficulty. With help can

converse in English, understand at least parts of .lessons and

follows simple directions.

IV. Displays low achievement due to some language interference with.

learning. (A language other than English used in. the home

environment by parent or principal caretaker.)

Wisconsin does not have a statewide, stateprescribed and/or mandated

lang4age proficiency teat. Therefore, testing is a local district

responsibility.

0
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ThA annual,census provides the SEAi\with information relevant CO the

eligibility of LEAs ,for state funding of bilingual education' progreiMO

As mentioned earlier, any LEA with 10 or more LEP students in grades IC

through .three or '.20.Or- more in grades foUr through eight. or

nine,through tWelve belonging to a single lahguage group is eligible for

sucht-funding*.- The districts; of course, are free to provide any

ser*ices'they came the .absence of state funding, and ESL services are
'-ik?'!

of in available. 'The SEA provides teChnical assistance to the form :Re
. .

,telephbhe .consultation, workiholis, and materials to LEAs that have LEP
0

students in !fiumbers too small to qualify for bilingual programs per se.

In,addition to the census of LEP students, the Bilingual Education

Program also-has, responsibility for conducting an annual census of

studente eligible for, services under the Transitional Program for

Refugee Children.

5.

Annual plan of services and claim. Forms are distributed,on or

about May 1st each year to all LEAs eligible .for state funding of

bilingual educatiOn -programs: By JulY. let, these forms must be

completed and returned to the StA specifying plans for bilingual

educatiOn programs to be implemented during the nextf school year. The

o.ciata called for include the estimated numbers of LEP and non-LEP

students to be served by grade level and languegs.group, the number of

licensed teachers, the number of aides,' their salaries and percent. of

tip.* in the program, and a listing ,of books and equipment to be

purchased along with ;heir costs. A narrative description of the

planned:program is also required.

When this information' is received at the SEA it is carefully

checked to verify that teachers' are indeed licensed, ',that books and

other.vaterials are appropriate, and that the estimated budgets'haVe

been.dalCulated correctly. The state's'estimated reimbursements. -are

then. calculatedfdr each LEA. The state normally reimburses diatricts.

for:70%of their actual coop but provides 'no reimbursement for. services
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to non-LEPs. There are also.limitations on reimbursements for books,

fr
equipment, and "Ater" expenditures.

4

Near the end. of the school year, the `Plan of Services and. Claim

forms are returned to the LEAs who then must enter their "equals" to

update- their elirlier estimates. After the forma are returned to ithe
SEA, the verification and computation processes are repeated. When alt.

steps have been .completed, the LEAs are ipforme4 as to the amount of

reimbuIsement they will receive. The actual reimbursement 4i not made

until January of.the following year. This practice doe's not appear to

cause any significant ,problems.

As an integral part o the report of "actuals," LEAs specify the

number Of students no longer in need of bilingual educational services.
.

1
The entire process described above is repeated for summer programs..

There, are, however, fewer summer programs- than regular - school -year.

programs.

The information collected. as just described is' summarized in an

annual report to legislature. The report is mandated by Wisconsin law.

Monitoring. The senior..staff person in the SEA Bilingual Education ;

Program "staff.visits each. program in the state twice each year. For

programs receiving state funds, one important aspect of these visits is

monitoring which consiali, basically, of determining whether the program

is being implemented Sccordingto plan and discussing differences with,

appropriate staff persons. As Wisconsin interprets Title VII

legislation, -the SEA, is excluded from any monitoring role in

federally-funded bilingual education programs. Visits to -Title VII

prograft are thus confined.tooroviding advice and technical assistanoe

as requested by, the LEA.
.
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few days after he visit.

.

State luperintendent4("Bilingual Education Advisory Council.: The

State Superintendent's Bilingual4ducationAdvisory Council Oa: Ancently;::
.

reinstated after 'not having beekcrZienecOior a. numper.of::years. /Vhia

.

council is 'made up of parents; bilingual education teadhers4adminis-

trators and counselors; testing and evaluation expertaa the 4Uperirisor
N..

'W

ofohe SEA Bilingual Education Program; land others concerned.with'issues

pertaining 'to bilingual -education It'uniete-at regular inteivals tq

keep the Superintendent appraised on current development i*; the field

and to help analyze policy issues including the identification of

potential 'problem areas, the .formal ion of alternative potential

courses of action, and the .assessment of the posiible consequences of

following each of them. One important area.currently'under considers -.

tiOn by the Coun41.1 is whether (and if' so, .hOw) to involve..W..eindents

in the state's competenci-based testing program.

Although involvement with the Superintendent'S'COunnil..does not

consume ajarge amount, of the Bilingual Program Supervisor's time,' it its

.seen as a very important part of. his job. He has also been'involved in

meetings of the.State Advisory Councils on Indian Education, Migrant.

Education, and Asian Education,

V. Perceived Results

V .

. The SuperVisor of tie Bilingual Education Program feels.that his

office has domain effective job in providing technical assistance and
if.

AP
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illated services to LEAs that operate bilingual educatiofi ptograms.

This opinion was supported by the llirector ofABilingual Programs in the

state's largest school distiict, Milwaukee. That individual spoke very

highly of both the amoupt and quality of assistance that was provided..

The strong prlimence of experts and programs in ESL and foreign language

education in the SEA has contributed substantially to thi-success of the

Bilingual Education Program Office. .

111

One prOblemarea noted by the SEA Supervisor of Bilingual Education

Programs was in provlding adequikte assistance to districts:thatNed itgr

students trolled, but not enough to qualifvfor_stete funding .of a
.

bilingual education program. Hemfelt.that this was the greatest area "of'

unmeneed and expressed frustration-at the,Affacttbat more funds were

not evadable to work closely with these distticts. The iupervisor also-

felt that efforts to encourage districts to apply for Title VII FundingI-.

has not met with a great deal of success. School board approvel'is,

sometimes a stumbling- block.

VI.. Priorities, Trends, and-Neede...:
;,.

IV ..,-,-.

_ The Supervisor of the'liiiihgual Education Program felt that, with

the possible exception of "assistant to &DEM with too for; LEPs to
4 (). p
t>

qualify for state'.6funded 'bilingual programs., the current. priorities

targeted for his efforts were ,.generally appropriate. He did note,

howevethat they have received-44.osie negative criticism from Native

American groups to the effect that the" SEA' was not meeting'their
-

There are oply a fpw Native American LEPs itrWiscdnsin.", The,istue

is that the Indian languages are dyling out. . Most of the Younger' people, ;:

speak English and only a few of the. elders still use'their tribal

languages. There is some considerable sentiment that these languages

should be preserved and that programs should be established to.e"hsure'

that they are a part of the cultural heritage passed 'on to succleding
I g

generations. Although some efforis to accompflsh this goal are .in*
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progress, the expressed concern is that they are underfunded and

inadequate. State bilingual funds' cannot be used because the students

are not LEP.

Another major concern relates to the fairly recent influx of large

numbers of Indochinese students and the inadequate supply'of qualified

teachers to serve them. At present, Institutions of-1t1 gher

-Wisconsin offer bilingual teacher training projects.only in Spanish and

two. Indian dialects (Oneida and Chippewa). 'Programs are needed in

#
Hmong, Lao, and other Indochineie 'languages. The SEA has been en-

couraging various IHEs to apply for Title VII grants to establish such

programs, but they haye been reluctant to do so. With more funding, the

010A might be able to work moraclosely with the IHEs and assist them in

such endeavors.

L

With regard to Title VII, several additional concerns were -et-

pressed. First, Title VII funding 'of the SEA was' thought to be

inadequate. The SEA4s feeling, is ihat' full-time professional person

should be available for Title VII ,alone. Work needs to be done with

both the LEAs and the IHEs to obtain Title VII funding. As pointed out

earlier, the aced is particularly acute in the area of teacher training

programs. .. ..Many Indochinese Students are currently not receiving

legislatively mandated services because there simply are not enough"

appropriately trained teachers to provide those services. The IHEs are

,esnot prepared to initiate the needed progr on their own initiative and

need "prodding" before they will apply r Title VII funding.

A second, closely elated concern centers on the sinner in which

Title VII monies are distributed to SEAs. If that distribution is going

to;continue on a strict formula basis, then it seems wastefUl to require.

that SEAs submit.formal proposals. ,Proposal writing is a costly, time-

consuming exercise and should not bere4uited as long as the outcome is

a foregone conclusion. If SEA allocations ftre determined on the basis

of 'need or the merit of the actvitied to be undertaken, on the other

hand, proposals Would cleirly be necessary.
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. . SEA personnel expressed, some' concern regarding. the perceived
I 1

remoteness of OBEMLA. They felt that visits by OBEMLA personnel would

greatly facilitate communication aid mutual understanding. Although the

benefits that would be achieed through such isits are hard to define,

Wisconsin SEA people were convinced that they would be worth (iSeir cost,

or
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